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Budgets frozen, staff cut, scab-labor to be 
hired and the monster demands more food — a 

$100 tuition hike. See you next fall?
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!Classified Advertising
TERMPAPERS MISCELLANEOUS Services Directory■I* TYPING I RIDES:

.loin llii' Young Travel
VANCOUVER — Osgoode student 
wants one passenger for one way 
trip to Vancouver. Leaving Toronto 
approximately May 11. Time of 
arrival, route, stopovers, expenses, 
and possible accommodation in 
Vancouver are all negotiable. Phone 
Neil at 635-3141 or 3142, 9-5 p.m.

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITEDSECRETARYEX-UNIVERSITY 
requires typing at home. Essays, 
reports, theses, etc. Please call 493- 
5686.

REVOLUTION ABLE OPTICAL
of Toronto Inc.

Glasses the same day — We fill 
doctor's prescriptions, repair and 
replace broken glasses expertly. 
Large selection of modern frames at 
reasonable prices. Located in the 
Jane Finch Mall opp. Food City.

The camping trip 
through EUROPE or 
RUSSIA is unconventional 
and fun. The overland trek 
from London to India is 
adventure.

Our stall of professional writer-researchers 
produces top quality material.

Thousands of papers on file at $2.00 per page.

"WE GIVE RESULTS”

ESSAYS, THESES, LETTERS, 
electric typewriter, 10 years ex
perience. Jane-Sheppard area. Call 
Mrs.^Fanfarillo, 249-8948. Cary Quail, Optician, 63S-2020.:J1| ACCOMMODATION'', For more information on 

these and other unusual 
travel modes.

752A Yonge St. at Bloor 

9647328
ESSAYS, THESES. LETTERS, 
ETC. IBM Electric. Pick-up and 
delivery. Keele-Sheppard area. 
From 35c per page. Phone Carole at 
636-9134.

young
contact : Bruce or Can atWANT TO LIVE close to campus? 

Apartment to sublet. 1 bedroom, all 
luxuries. $163.00-month includes 
parking. Phone Anne, 635-3395 , 9-5 
p.m. or 923-6876 after 6 p.m.

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SERVICES DEPARTMENT
INDIVIDUAL and 
COUNSELLING,
TRAINING, COMMUNITY SER 
VICE.
Located in the B.S.B., Room 145.
Open Monday to Friday 9 am to 5 
pm, Rm. 145, 635-2304.

ROW AY. 53 Yonge Street, 
863-0799.UNIVERSAL

REFERENCE SERVICES

ESSAYS, THESES

GROUP
SKILL

DRIVING LESSONSEXPERIENCED TYPIST: for 
essays, theses, etc. 35c per page. 
SCM Electric. Call Mrs. Truman, 
889-5193.

BRAND NEW: Jane & Steeles 4 
bedroom condominium apartment 
on two floors — living room, dining 
area, kitchen, bathroom, and 
separate utility room. Two separate 
entrances, indoor parking and 
locker space. Immediate oc
cupancy. Phone 449-4977.

Special student rates at $5.00 
per hour. Free lessons to 
prepare the writing test for 
120-day license. Free pick-up 
and return.

24-Hour Emergency Service: 635-researched, compiled 

and typed by 
qualified professionals.

EXPERT TYPING done at 
reasonable rates. Essays, theses, 
etc. Telephone Miss G. Singer at 481- 
3236.

3333.

YORKSTUDENT 
CLINIC223-1506

Recom-EXPERT TYPING 
mended — Paper supplied: Please 
call for estimates: 223-4351 - Pat 
Milne, anytime.

633-3318SUBLET: BACHELOR APART
MENT, May 15 - August 15. Keele- 
Wilson area. Fully furnished. 
$125.00-month. Call Jason, day, 635- 
3139, evening, 247-6040.

Ask for Tino. —Drug Crisis and Information 
—Unplanned pregnancies 
—Birth Control, V.D. Info 
—Natural Child Birth 
Rm. 214 Vanier Res. 635-3509.

NOMINATIONS are being accepted 
for the CYSF Senator. Apply Nlll, 
Ross. Please present a brief resume. 
Nominations close April 7, 1972.

PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED? 
We can help you. Campus Bir
thright, 469-1111. Call or come 1:30 - 
4:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday, 89 
St. George.

250 Wilmington Ave. 

Apt. 3
Downsview, OntarioTYPING STUDENTS’ essays, 

theses, etc. Reasonable rates. York- 
dale area. Call Mrs. Fox, 783-9440. 1ASTUDENTSSUMMER ACCOMMODATION

WHO TRAVEL LIGHT

SEE US FIRSTGood Accommodation
available at the Co-op in 
Toronto
from May 8th to Sept. 8th. 
Rooms as low as $10.00 per 
week
Meals $9.00 extra.
Good central location.

For information and ap
plications write us at:

Campus Co-op Residence Inc., 
Room 111, 395 Huron St., 

Toronto 181, Ont.
Phone (416) 964 1961 

9a.m. —5 p.m.
Drop in anytime. There is 
always someone here to tell 
you about us.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING — 
Essays, stencils, master carbons. 
40c per page and up. Call 248-9391.

TERMPAPERS
For Reference and Research only

DON’T WORRY GAYS’ DATING ASSOCIATION. 
Gay boys and gay girls, wide choice. 
Fully confidential. Call 536-7529, 3 
p.m. - 9 p.m. or write P.O. Box 1253, 
Station A, Toronto, Ontario.

AT 25c PER PAGE your projects 
be typed efficiently and ac

curately as required. Call Marian at 
638-3372.

We've gol w hat you're looking for : 
Ass’t lightweight sleeping bags, 
tents, ruck sacks, canteens, mess 
kits.

can Our Term pa per Service 
is quick and highly 
professional. A well 
qualified staff of college 
graduates will research, 
write and type your 
order at reasonable cost 
(custom-made

For Information call:

SAVE MORE SURPLUS STORESLAST CHANCE TYPING — Clip and 
save. Experienced, IBM electric. 
Pick up and delivery. Very 
reasonable rates. Call 223-5472. Fast 
reliable service.

EXCLUSIVE MALE — A unique 
Canadian monthly Gay Publication 
featuring correspondence section. 
Information, write Dept. YU, Box 
154, Station Q, Toronto 7, Ontario.

114 Queen St. E.
368-3536 —FREE PARKING

only).

FOR SALE ASTROLOGY. . .Character portrait 
based on date, hour and place of 
birth, Accurate chart included. 
Contact Tom Weisman, 638-3203. 
$15.00 fee.

LX'IWXvIvXW.v.v; 638-3559
Or write to:

TERMPAPERS SERVICE
Suite 906, 12 Goldfinch Crt.

Wiilowdale, Ont.
A CANADIAN COMPANY

DEALS
llllHELP WANTED vlvX-X'XvX'X

à HEAD
I QUARTERS
■ FOR YORK JACKETS
I LEVI'S & LEES | 
I SWEAT SHIRTS j
MLYNN-GOLD CL0THES\SB 401 Yonge Street 1
* 368-7729 j
■ STOCK ON FLOOR |

Uüv

Hi-Fi Components
Touring & Racing 

Bicycles

Expert Repairs

RESEARCH WRITERS: graduates 
only, for Termpapers Service, phone 
638-3559.

KENWOOD,PIONEER,
HALLMARK, DYNACO, SONY, 
PANASONIC, SCOTT, FISHER, 
SANSUI PIRATEQUALIFIED ESSAY WRITERS 

required. All topics. Top rates, 633-
\

PAPERS3318. BicyclesportHALLMARK SOUND OF CANADA
1912 Avenue Road 
781-2114 — 781-0157 

783-2582

STUDENTS REQUIRED for part- 
time work on commission basis. Call 
Peter Kitchen at 362-5781.

WRITES
175 King St. E. 

363-0525ESSAYS
A LIMITED NUMBER of Canada PIRATE PAPERS urgently 
Careers Directory for University requires writers in all fields. Call 
Graduates 1972 are available at | 924-3432.
$1.00. Send to Cornmarket Press,
P.O. Box 84. Station A, Wiilowdale.

FOR YOU
STUDENTS WITH OFFICE EXPERIENCE

REGISTER NOW
-416-GIRLS 18-25 924-3432

11 ST. JOSEPH ST. 

TORONTO

1966 VOLVO 122. Fully recon
ditioned. Owner leaving for Europe. 
Best offer over $1,000.00. Chris Kent, 
635-1449.

to pose part time for Modern 
Art photo studio. Excellent 
opportunity.

for summer or parttime employmentCall 363-3781 
9-5p.m.DOUBLE BED: wood head and foot 

boards. New, very good mattress
spring. $35.00 complete. Call 233-

For appointment call:
- MISCELLANEOUS

CAR REPAIR jllllll DOT PERSONNEL SERVICES
CENTRALSTUDENT MOVERS: Light moving 

in Econoline van. Low rates ... local 
and long distance. 638-3203.

9029. DON MILLSWEST
Do you own a...

Rover - Triumph - MG 
Austin - Jaguar

1967 SIMLA: Driven only 12,000 
miles, excellent condition. Standard. 
$575.00. Call 638-3543 after 6 p.m.

20 Overlea Blvd. 
425-9342

30 Bloor St. W. 
923-9801

3313A Bloor St. W. 
236-1133GREEN BUSH SUMMER IS 

COMING!

PHILLIP’S STEREO CASSETTE 
tape recorder. Includes two 
speakers and cassette tape recor
der, in teak. $130.00. Cathy Cirko: 
635-7851.

York University
THE CENTRE FOR 

CONTINUING EDUCATION

should know about us. We'reThen you „
Fossman Racing Service, but apart from 

also have a Factory ApRacing cars we 
proved Service Shop to look after your car 
(We even do Warranty work). So if you are 
not satisfied with your selling dealer, give us 
a call at 783 7372 783 6646.

FOSSMAN RACING SERVICE 
961 Roselawn Avenue 

Clip this ad for 10 per cent 
discount on parts.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
GAMBLING:

This is the last issue of Excalibur for thisOne lacet of contemporary society 
A non-degree course to consider the 
social, psychological, 
mathematical, and applied aspects 
of the subject.
Open to all those interested in the 
study of gambling.
8 evenings beginning April 10 FEE: 
$50.
Location: Winters College, Room 
108.
Information and brochures: Call 
635-2503.

GIBSON GUITAR: Model E.S. 335. 
Burgundy. Impeccable condition. 
Hardly used, with hardshell plush- 
lined case. Was $800.00. Must sell. 
Best offer. Phone John, 630-2547.

term.

The first edition next term will be published 
September 14th, 1972.termpapers

LOST AND FOUND |
TERMINATE TERMWORK 
TURMOIL. Turn to Toronto’s top 

LOST: FUR HAT and brown gloves.I termpaper terminal. Aarn Tutoring 
Left in N102 Ross, Wednesday College, 218 Searle Avenue, 
March 22. Reward. Call Mary at 889- Downsview, Ontario. 638-4674.

Contact the Advertising office for a copy of 
the new publishing schedule and ratecard.

c • ■ ÏTTTTTjT i1685 Ii ."ITU-; h'll't'-J.I :• 1 , i
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J4T* *i1CUPE to 

fight non 
union labor

■

! i:

II»»I'IBy MARILYN SMITH
“We're only exploring possible means of 

keeping costs down,” said physical plant head 
John Armour of York’s recent move to con
sider non-union cleaning firms for main
tenance in new on-campus buildings.

But Canadian Union of Public Employees’ 
spokesman Arthur Riseley said Tuesday 
CUPE will resist any private contractor 
coming into York. CUPE represents the 250 
cleaners at York.

The physical plant budget has been cut 
from $4,639,000 to $4,000,000 for next year. 
Armour said Tuesday if an outside group 
could do the same quality maintenance at a 
lower cost then York would contract out to an
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independent cleaning firm.

Most cleaning firms hire non-union, part- 
time labor at the minimum wage, $1.65 an 
hour. Under the present contract CUPE 
cannot protest any York move to contract out 
for new buildings. Terms of the York-CUPE 
contract only cover existing buildings. 
Violation of the contract would cost the union 
$1,000 each day and every worker $500 per 
day.

>
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■LAdministration vice president Bill Small 

said management and union representatives 
have had several meetings to discuss labor- 
management views at York. He said York 
had not yet put out tenders for the job and that 
short-term savings were not the only con
sideration.

"We re looking the field over. But there’s 
nothing to say that having tendered, we’re 
automatically going to accept the lowest 
bidder. There’s other factors to consider. 
Long range preventive maintenance is im
portant,” Small continued.

CUPE representative Jack Bird said if 
York did contract out, the cleaning standard 
would be lower.
“Generally, these cleaning crews are on 

nights, with one person during the day. 
Consequently there’s no provision for 
emergencies and the standard is lowered. 
Long term projects are not maintained 
properly,” Bird said.

He added York has its own supervisory and 
administrative staff which would be 
duplicated by supervisory and administrative 
staff in the cleaning firm. He said govern
ment projects do not pay federal and 
provincial sales tax on supplies. The cleaning 
firms do, he said, so York would compound its 
expenses.

Personnel director Don Mitchell informed 
Walter Zampolin, CUPE local 1356 president 
here at York about York’s consideration of 
alternative maintenance. The notice came 
two weeks ago. Small said the cutbacks in 
physical plant spending put academics as 
York’s priorities.

Riseley disagreed saying, “if employers 
are efficient, they should be able to ad
minister their program without exploiting the 
workers. Public bodies will not take the time 
or trouble to become efficient. Look at the 
private sector where the profit motive is 
involved. They always manage to operate 
efficiently within their budgets because they 
have to.”

Meanwhile, the new budget is in, and 
Armour says housekeeping standards are 
being revised to meet the figures. Whether or 
not York contracts out to cleaning firms in
volves bureaucratic studies and assessments. 
The final decision will be made mid-April.

'* i
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QUEEN'S PARK DEMONSTRATION; FEES UP$100

nounced Tuesday night in the legislature rally began with a teach in earlier in the 
revealed a $100 fee hike for un- afternoon on the changes and their ef- 
dergraduate students next year. Earlier fects on students and then moved to the 
in the day, demonstrators were allowed legislature buildings at Queen's Park, 
into the legislature galleries. The mass Photo by David Lloyd — Varsity.

Nearly 1,000 demonstrators marched on 
Queen's Park Tuesday afternoon to 
protest higher tuition fees, cuts in 
graduate grants, and loan scheme 
changes. The government budget an-

Ridpath dropped because 
easily disposable, says prof

and its future was a matter between the 
professors and students. When the committee 
still voted to drop the course, Hill decided to 
keep it.

Students Susan Heyes and Brenda 
Engelhard! saw Hill on Friday and he ex
plained why Soc.Sci. 175 was dropped but 
refused to talk about Ridpath’s contract. He 
said he didn’t have Ridpath’s consent to do 
that and he felt the case did not come under 
his jurisdiction. Although six students came 
to see him, Hill would only see two.
“I really believe that it is important to know 

what students are thinking, especially 
students who are concerned,” he told them.

Ridpath’s contract with the Economics 
department is also being terminated because 
he hasn’t done enough research. 142 our of 145 
students attending a Economics 201 class 
signed a petition asking that his contract be 
renewed.

The petition was being passed around the 
class when Ridpath entered to rather loud 
applause. He later said he was rather sur
prised and pleased at the student action to try 
and keep him as a lecturer. Thursday was the 
first time he’d seen any of the demands as he 
had been out of town.

Economics chairman Graeme McKechnie 
said the economics tenure and promotion 
committee had reached its decision in March 
and had no relation to the Soc.Sci. move in the 
fall. He said it was up to Ridpath to appeal to 
dean of arts John Say well, to York president 
David Slater or to the department. Ridpath 
saw Saywell who promised to look into the 
matter this week.

Two students sit on the economics tenure 
and promotion committee. Council of the 
York Student Federation's counter-calendar 
lists the course as very demanding but highly 
rated because of an excellent professor (John 
Ridpath).

Silverman was not alone in his charges ol a 
lack of academic freedom at York. 
Psychology professor David Bakan said on 
Thursday that some very definite guarantees 
are needed to protect weaker professors from 
the York political scene.

He states that Soc.Sci. 184 was not dropped 
like Soc.Sci. 175 for that very reason.

Soc.Sci. chairman Melvyn Hill said last 
week that the course was dropped because 
several of the Soc.Sci. 175 faculty had voiced 
dissatisfaction with the course’s organization 
and wanted to leave. The course was labelled 
as superficial with faculty unable to 
cooperate and share common views.

Silverman said the Soc.Sci. 184 faculty told 
the Soc. Sci. first year arts committee that 
unless there was gross evidence of in
competence and irresponsibility, the course

Psychology professor Irwin Silverman has 
charged that Soc.Sci. 175 and professor John 
Ridpath were dropped by the Social Science 
department because Ridpath was an easily 
disposable graduate level instructor instead 
of a full professor.

In a letter to Excalibur, Silverman states 
there seems to be a serious problem of 
academic freedom and administrative 
contrivance and irresponsibility in Soc.Sci. 
which he feels has begun to corrupt the 
educational enterprise at York. (See below.)

In last week's Excalibur, the article describing the termination of Social Science 
175 and John Ridpath’s contract states:

“Although a first year course committee had asked that Soc. Sci. 184 and Soc. Sci. 
175 be dropped, Soc. Sci. department chairman Melvyn Hill decided to keep Soc. Sci. 
184. Hill refused to make public a copy of the report although he said the meetings and 
documents used were public. The counter-calendar lists 184 as only slightly better 
than 175."

I think it is advisable that the York community at large be advised of the events of 
this year regarding Soc. Sci. 184, because they seem to be very precise parallels of the 
circumstances surrounding the fate of John Ridpath and his course.

During the year we, as Ridpath, were asked by the First Year Course Committee 
to restructure our course along certain prescribed lines to be submitted for division 
approval. As Ridpath, we did not comply. We informed the committee that we con
sidered that the conduct of an ongoing course, unless there was gross evidence of 
incompetence or irresponsibility, was solely a matter between professors and 
students. We felt simply and so stated, that the persons most qualified to administer a 
course were the faculty hired for their scholarship in that area and not an externally 
composed committee of any sort. We regarded this as the most basic tenet of 
academic freedom.

immediately thereafter we received notice from the committee that they had 
recommended that our course be dropped. We lodged a written protest to the com
mittee, with a copy to dean of arts John Saywell. This resulted in a meeting of the 
course faculty and the committee which, as the article described Ridpath’s meetings, 
resolved nothing at all and was probably equally "acrimonious” and “vitriolic”. Our 
course however, was mysteriously retained by Hill while Ridpath’s was not.

The most obvious reason to my mind, is that our course faculty consists entirely of 
professorial level personnel, while John Ridpath is an easily disposable graduate 
level instructor. It would seem that your editorial of March 23 was right on target.— It 
was purely a matter of politics and not education.

It would seem also that there are serious problems of academic freedom and 
administrative contrivance and irresponsibility in the Social Science division; serious 
enough that they have begun to corrupt the educational enterprise at York.

Irwin Silverman 
Professor of Psychology.

CYSF
manager
ignored

Despite a $9,200 a year business manager in 
the Council of the York Student Federation 
office, president Michael Fletcher and social 
affairs commissioner Neil Staff refused to use 
him for the winter carnival.

Fletcher promised a budget by March 22 
but it never came. Fletcher said he felt more 
confident handling the funds without business 
manager Doug Wise’s help. Fletcher and 
Staff had already begun the carnival when 
Wise was hired. He said he had received $134 
to cover expenses and Staff, $150 for his work.

Workers were paid in straight cash and 
sometimes cheques. No complete records 
were kept on monies paid out.

.Sources say the carnival losses may total 
over $1,500.
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I NEWS BRIEFS | Hard facts needed to fight 
'-------------------- ‘ City Hall on urban renewal

SDS meets March 30 “We thought we’d killed Spadina. city hall is through informed attack, professor Terry Fowler said ad-
We haven't. It’s still very much alive Deputy director of planning for the vocale planners in Boston succeeded
and alignment with the new subway city of Toronto Ray Spaxman said in getting a moratorium on all
is now under discussion,” said Ellen knowing how to fight city hall was further road construction pending
Adams from the Confederation of the most important tool for citizens’ further investigation.
Residents and Ratepayers groups.
Associations.

The Students for a Democratic Society are holding their 10th annual 
national convention at Harvard University from March 30 to April 2. About 
1,000 people from all parts of the U.S., Peurto Rico, England, Europe and 
Canada are expected to arrive. This group is the majority section from the 
1969 split when a group splintered off to form the Revolutionary Youth 
Movement and the Weathermen. SDS has spent the last three years trying to 
rebuild a worker-student alliance in the U.S. The main focus of the con
vention will be on racism and the pseudo scientific theories of the genetic 
inferiority of oppressed groups. Professors like Herrnstein at Harvard and 
Banfield at Boston University, Jensen and Shockley at Berkely propagate 
their works under the guise of academic respectability and are used in 
Canadian universities.

“All factions of the society should “Here was a case where the 
She was speaking at the day long have access to information and a government had too much of a

York symposium Friday on Citizen voice in decisions. This includes monopoly on expertise for public
Participation in city planning, access to computers and expert policy. A group of experts called
Adams and the other symposium advice,” he said. Urban Planning Aid pooled their
participants agreed the way to fight Glendon political science resources to fight the monopoly.”

Fowler said the role of expertise in 
policy making is strong enough to 
create political issues out of 
technical ones. Every technical 
issue has a positive or negative 
advocate, Fowler continued. This 
creates a self-destructive element, 
and the politician must be able to cut 

With most professors now saddled students. Any stress on grades tends through with informed questioning, 
with giving out grades for essays to force grading practices to weigh 
and exams, psychology professor too heavily on acquiring “matters of 
David Bakan has warned that any fact” would neglect “other aims of 
unilateral move on York’s part to education.” 
lower marks would have a serious 
effect on any student’s life.

He said reducing grades across 
the board can only work towards 
increasing the alienation of

Bakan warns York 
against tougher marks

SAC pres runs again
President of the Students’ Administrative Council at the University of 

Toronto, Bob Spencer, has announced he will run again for office in the SAC 
elections April 4 and 5. Running with Spencer will be vice-presidential 
candidates Jack Lumbek and Phil Dack who ran in the original SAC race 
last month. They withdrew before election day on grounds that educational 
reform could never be achieved through the system. Also in the election race 
is Young Socialist Katie Curtin and engineering society president Eric 
Miglen. Curtin was acclaimed last month after all other candidates pulled 
out of the running. The re-election has been called on the basis of results 
from a campus-wide referendum on the question.

Citizens’ groups can use urban 
advocates to advise in initiative 
planning, he concluded.

City alderman Carl Jaffrey spoke 
about the Ward seven battle in 
Trefann Court over urban renewal. 
Jaffrey said in 1965 the city wanted 
to tear down all the houses. The 
residents in the area organized and 
eventually set up the Trefann Court 
Working Commission. This com
mission has strong liaisons with city 
hall through Jaffrey and his fellow 
alderman, John Sewell.

Raising the standards actually 
means lowering the actual averages 
maintaining the same cut-off points 
and reducing the number of so- 
called successful students, he says.

University grades are rising 
steadily across North America
although nobody seems to know
exactly why. Part of the reason, the 
New York Times says, lies with the 
liberalized curriculums and grading 
systems of the last decade.

College students are getting 
smarter and more serious about accept the fact that city council 
their work than they were during the should make the final decision. But
turbulent late 60s, some university it’s set a precedent where all
spokesmen said, and pointed to the recommendations about the area 
rising grades as proof. Harvard coming from city hall go first to this 
professor David Reisman said in an residents' committee. The outcome 
interview that the trend away from of the Trefann Court urban renewal 
large lecture courses where students plan is important. The success or 

graded by anonymous teaching failure of the project will decide
whether or not it’s to be the model 
for all future urban renewal,” 
Jaffrey predicted.

pendulum 111 after 5 
big bands from 9 pm York University

GRUMBLESBICYCLE CLUB
71 Jarvis :nm c>79«

Organizational Meeting on 
Monday, April 3, 1972, 1:00 
to 2:00 pm, Vanier College 
Committee room (No. 256- 
258). Come and join us. For 
more information, call or 
visit Freddy, the barber, 
Central Square 638-5234 or 
Terry at 635-3027, and come 
to our launching next 
Monday.

“The commission is ready to
This Week

Shirley
Eikhard are

assistants toward the more intimate 
seminar system has led to more 
generous grading.

opp.Tor. Dom.Centre

green bush summer is coming!
It may not seem like it now, but York’s not really 

that bad a place in summer. There’s lots of trees, grass 

and places to get lost. And, most evenings, the Green Bush Inn 

moves outside. If you’re around Founders this summer, you’ll 

hear the best Toronto has to offer in blues, rock and folk -

including Whiskey Howl, Downchild Blues Band, Keith McKie

and, if we can the okay, Syrinx and the moog from Founders woodlot. 

All at prices half you would pay anywhere else, the least 

hassles possible and lots of different people from conventions, 

summer course and almost every country you can think of.

If you’re not going to be in Europe, join us this summer.

green bush inn - campus Pubt

temporarily in Founders and a non profit organization

dedicated to humanizing York and its people■¥
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)(Helping girl
YORK BRIEFSWinters student stabbed

Third year Winters student 
Donald Sexton was stabbed in the 
cheek, chest and wrist Friday when 
he tried to help a girl being attacked 
on the third floor of Winters 
residence.

He was reported in satisfactory 
condition at York-Finch Hospital 
Friday and released this week.

The assailant escaped.

...* X-1 ‘UI Theobald takes over
Council of the York Student Federation president Michael Fletcher of

ficially gave up his post last night to John Theobald. He will stay in power 
during the summer until a fall election is called. No details were available at 
press time.
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Canadian creativity suppressedh
I “Canadian artists are invited to suppose a Canadian imagination and 

room searches in the residence with creativity never existed,” accused art teacher and critic Gail Dexter at a 
York’s campus police Friday but cultural symposium Thursday. Dexter, along with Carleton English 
failed to find the assailant. They also professor and nationalist Robin Matthews, poet Milton Acorn and fine arts

student Jim Brown demanded more Canadians in York’s fine arts faculty. 
The symposium sponsored by the Canadian Liberation Movement and the 
York 85 percent Quota Committee said the fine arts department at York is 62 
percent non-Canadian. Their groups are pressuring for Canadians to fill the 
five available positions in the fine arts faculty. Dexter accused the National 
Film Board of corruption and decadence. It has been subverted by American 

shower and surprised a man there. fj[m models, she said. Matthews said Canadian artists have got to include 
He lunged after her with a knife and wori<j view in their community, but they must also have the right to a 
Sexton heard her screams and en
tered the hallway. He tried to stop 
the assailant and was slashed.

Metro Police conducted room to
1

\
searched a campus locker.

’ The intended victim was third 
year Winters student Karen 
Browett. Students said she entered 
the third floor washroom for a
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Canadian culture and experience.
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1 Military research forum next week90 Winters senior tutor Colin Camp
bell had placed a notice March 17 on 
the residence doors warning girls 
that a strange man had locked held sometime next week. The meeting particulars had not been arranged 
himself in the bathrooms and that by press time. York secretary Bill Farr said people can call his office at 635-
somebody had taken down clothing 2201 early next week to inquire about the meeting place, time and date, 
and slashed them with either a knife Research committee chairman Kurt Danzinger said Tuesday all the York

community was invited to submit briefs and suggestions. Senate recently 
referred the research fund report back to the committee. The original 
recommendation had been for no blanket rejection of funds from foreign 
military sources.

R-.” -” * : -Vy A community-wide forum on military sponsored research at York will he

Metro policeman clutches ripped shirt.

or pair of scissors.
The residence front doors had 

been locked for the rest of the term. 
Safety and security director George 
Dunn said the notice was an internal 
matter for the college and he knew 
nothing about it.
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Women's Lib magazine on sale todayÛ-
f
>

Dunn felt present security 
measures were quite adequate for essays and writings not usually available in Canada will be on sale at noon

today in Central Square. This is the third year the publication has appeared 
with yearly material tracing the development of the contemporary feminist 
movement. Copies are $1.50 each.

Notes from the Third Year : Women's Liberation, a first-rate collection of0
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David Llewellyn Sutton, 22 of Scott 
Dr. Thornhill was arrested Friday 
night and charged with wounding. 
Other charges are pending since 
Sutton's house was searched.

was released on his own 
nizance. .

Poli. Sci. course on politicians
reSjg What kind of men run for municipal office? Political Science 331, a course 

to be introduced next year will study the motives of municipal politicians 
using the December election as a model. Course director George Levinsen 
said about the course “one thing for sure, there won’t be any time spent in 
the reserve reading room.” He said the course would use film, informal 
experimentation and other disciplines. “Talking about politics, the 
traditional way is boring. This course will make the students take the 
responsibility for making the class work,” Levinsen continued. The first 
term will be spent looking at the candidates, material and theme design. In 
the second term after the election, the project will be pulled together. 
Students interested can contact Levinsen in Ross S649.
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No one 
under bed

Af
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When Metro police went on a door 
to door search through Winters 
College on Friday, they were bound 
to find a couple in a compromising 
position.

One unflappable detective cer-

/
/ j¥z Indian conference May 2t Canadian Indian performers, artists, writers, religious leaders, story - 

tainly did. But he went through the tellers and students are meeting May 12 to 14 at York. The Gathering is 
customary search — into the closet organized by Stong fellow John Mays, Calumet fellow John Unrau, CBC 
and under the desk but not under the music critic and composer Peter Goddard, Toronto Indian leaders

Patronella Johnston and Wilfred Pelletier, Six Nations Indian Norman 
Thomas, York students Banaconda Kennedy, Vicki Kelmen and Doug Ord. 
Any information can be gotten at 635-3055.

i 4I bed.
“I guess there’s no one there,” he 

told the startled pair.Detective Stan Davenport searches through Vanier locker.

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
(Social and Commercial)

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS LION IN THE STREETS
Peugeot, has been designing, building, racing, and improving 
cars for 80 years, and the excellence of their products has made 
Peugeot one of the largest companies abroad.A one-year intensive program at

The All New Peugeot 304SHERIDAN COLLEGE
4-door sedan with sports car handling.

Most of the major decisions being made in 
Canada, whether in business or government, are 
based on the investigations of social scientists. 
Social and research technicians are in demand.

If you have a General Arts B.A. with Sociology 
and Psychology, and possess an aptitude for 
statistics, you can acquire the necessary skills 
through an intensive one-year program of in 
struction at Sheridan College's Oakville campus.

For a descriptive brochure and/or further in
formation, contact

Overseas Delivery 
Available

■ Front disc brakes ■ Front wheel drive 
» Michelin radial tires
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■ Fully reclining seats

■ 4-wheel independent suspension

John P. Page lext. 257 1 
Jack Quistwater lext. 2611 41 EDDYSTONE ROADRAYMONDSat

OFF JANE ST. SOUTH OF FINCH AVE.362-5861 845-9430
european car service ltd. TELEPHONE 743-4845
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XCAU3U Excalibur. founded in 1966, is the York University 
weekly and is independent politically Opinions 
expressed are the writer's and those unsigned are 
the responsibility of the editor. Excalibur is a 
member of Canadian University Press and at 
tempts to be an agent of social change Printed at 
Newsweb, Excalibur is published by Excalibur 
Publications under the auspices of the Council ot 
the York Student Federation.

controlled circulation: 12,000

Editor-in-Chief Andrew Michalski
Managing Editor Tim Clark
News Editor Marilyn Smith
Cultural Editor Lynn Slotkin
Photo Editor Lerrick Starr
Sporrs Editor Alan Risen
Cartoonist John Rose
Business and Advertising Roily Stroeter
Advertising Assistant Jackie Stroeter

editorial phone: 635-3201, 3202 
advertising phone: 635-3800

Everything secret degenerates: nothing 

is safe that does not show it can bear 
discussion and publicity — Lord Acton
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Bad moves from CYSF F* 1

\

anybody with any sort of sense would 
have come up with. It’s a sign of pretty 
bad management when your laurels rest 
on simply organizing yourself.

The winter carnival fiasco is an im
portant lesson because it shows that for 
all the rhetoric Fletcher gave about 
organization, he left one bank account 

for him and Neil Staff to handle

Looking at the record of Council of the 
York Student Federation this year, one 

only hope that next year is better. 
Although there is a new constitution, the 
rest of the achievements claimed are 
indeed rather slim.

There’s the $9,200 business manager 
whose job wasn’t advertised and then 
when hired, wasn’t used by the 
president, Michael Fletcher for the 
winter carnival.

There’s the counter calendar which is 
a pretty fair job despite some of the 
courses it lacked.

But the other achievements claimed 
absolutely ludicrous because they 
strictly office management which
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It's a sweater. We don't need it but it looks good.

open
monies outside the business office: Not 
that we’d dare think there was some 
money going under the table to various 
friends but . . .

The distinct possibility is there. And 
now business manager Doug Wise and 
CYSF have to pick up the pieces after 
Fletcher and company have finished.are

are

Some rambling thoughts on the year s events
suburbia on the doorstep, no sense of com
munity commitment, a drive-in mentality of 
its faculty and pervading fear of despair 
about York’s future, has brought a rather 
frightening cynicism about every philo
sophical aspect about life in general.

To say something positive about York is 
like trying to wring blood out of the proverbial 
stone. To get nostalgic about alienation is to 
induce shock treatment on the mind.

Perhaps one bright spot, is that maybe 
someone may have learned by now how not to 
build a university. Like any burgeoning town, 
York’s crime is on the upswing. Its sense of 
humanity is on the wane.

My thanks go to all of Excalibur’s informed 
sources who — though not brave enough to be 
named — fed us information this year. Bigger 
thanks go to those who did name themselves.

Special thoughts go to the Excalibur staff 
who slaved endless hours over a quality 
product and to those who helped me keep my 
sanity and faith in the darkest hours.

friü?DarrshoquU,dSti0be Cg^P aoyn

main. Myapolog.es are extended to those "^fessionalism, low-key reporting, con-
expect something rquch better and more £ervatjsm tastC| respectability and

positive. MICHALSKI representation of a campus audience. Just
Trying to rLa^he major eveL at York is how well - we might ask - does the Toronto

very much like trying to put an octopus back Star represent Torontonians. It s interesting
iKo iar nnep it’s escaoed No matter what to note that the only stones it considered

haiïn",3 ne»»g« =11 of K in reporting about York wa, the charge, of anti-
Perhaps one of the biggest stories of the semitism against the new academic vice

year would be the resurgence of unionism president, the killing of pigeons and Atkinson
within York’s structure. The 200 plus cleaners student Gar 5 ^ against board o
under Canadian Union of Public Employees governor Leonard Lumbers oyer $10. 
gained not only a reasonable wage increase, Although we *}?.ve m in
bul alsoa new sense of togetherness that it ^Klto^'dulSiuSerap' around

The administration was its predictable self York, the only guideline that any newspaper 
in a “let’s wring them dry’’ attitude. The can operate under is a policy determined by
settlement reflected York’s unpreparedness those who work for the paper. Just how do we
to sit through a November strike. Too much speak for York. Take weekly surveys, 
garbage and too much bad publicity would What people don t realize is that the more 
Harnich VnrkN liberal image prolessional a paper gets, the more exclusive

With some workers earning more than of York students it becomes. The only thing

secretaries, the old blue versus white collar 
prejudices have started flowing. The 
secretaries still don't want to unionize and 
still prefer their York University Staff 
Association. It’s too bad. They could learn 
about the Quebec civil service in unionizing 
and fighting for decent salaries.

The student political scene will probably 
remain as debauched as ever so long as the 
present Council of the York Student 
Federation stays tied in any way with the 
college councils over budgetary matters.
When Excalibur came out twice a week in 
November and December, its impact over 
CYSF — college council politics tripled.
Unfortunately, York president David Slater 
decided he didn't want to make a decision on 
the legality of the referendum. “The college 
councils charged it wasn’t legal. So Slater got 
his hatchet man, student services director 
John Becker to get the two sides together over 

bottles of wine. The end result was a 
new constitution which only one man will ever 
really be able to decipher: John Becker.

If anything the entire scenario proved the 
absolute powerlessness of student politics.
CYSF is tied to the college councils who in 
turn report directly to college masters (ad
ministrators).

It’s like a souped-up kindergarten game.
For CYSF, it’s been a wasted year with one 

piece of political sham after the other. Its 
credibility with students is nil, especially 
after the past election when so many election 
irregularities occurred, when 1,526 signed a 
petition calling for a reballot and 
held. The petty bureaucrats want to hold their 
jobs at all costs. John Theobald as president
elect wants the job so badly that one can only 
ask “What for?’’

As usual, Excalibur itself has come under a 
great deal of attack. Everyone has his or her 
own conception of what a student newspaper 
should be. It’s comforting to note that nobody 
really questioned the report on mass media 
by federal senator Keith Davey stating,
“Canada’s best student newspapers are still 
unprofessional, shrill, scurriless, radical, 
tasteless, inaccurate, obscene and wildly 
unrepresentative of their campus audience.

_____J ------------

editor is assured of no matter what heany
does, is putting his name on the line and 
criticism from there on in. Because York 
lacks any sense of community, there is a 
natural skepticism to disbelieve what one 
reads. Besides, most students and professors 
are still caught in the high school syndrom of 
“after all, the establishment must know what
it’s doing." .

The same academic issues are up again this 
— natural science and social science.year

Chronically the worst student-rated, they are 
filled by compulsion and suitable rapport 
goes downward from that point. York is still 
unwilling to experiment, unwilling to drop its 
fallacious arguments for the whole man that 

comes about through compulsion and 
still even more unwilling to drop its holy 
cause of the college system.

If it’s anything that York has shown this 
reporter, it’s the hopeless alienation that one 
environment can superimpose on anyone’s 
character. Huge piles of concrete, every ill of

never
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'Kes, there is a Virginia

eBy JOE POLONSKY
Virginia was the best damn cheerleader of them all. Splits, cartwheels, sock hops, 

Virginia flowed through them with the elegance of a Ginger Rogers, the style of a Grace 
Kelly, the charm of an Annette. She could cheer longer, louder, and sweeter than the 
whole squad of senior girl cheerleaders put together. It was only because her bust size 
was one or two notches too big, that she lost the Miss Sudbury Cheerleader Contest of 
1968. Apparently one of the lady judges just didn’t think “it looked nice’’.

Virginia was sort of sad to leave her home town and dash off to the big city to go to the 
liberal arts university with the college system. Naturally, it took Virginia very little time 
to make friends and acquaintances. She was a real live wire kind of girl. One thing about 
being a cheerleader she thought, it sure does teach you the ins and outs of being a solid 
live wire kind of girl.

Unfortunately it only took three weeks for Virginia to get her wires crossed. It all 
started with her first political forum in the junior common room. The topic was Students 
are Niggers. Poor Virginia went thinking it was a discussion of Educational philosophy in 
the Bahamas which would come in handy for her Social Science Poverty and Progress 
Class.

MM
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Virginia had become very sensitive to poverty in the backward world as all her 
professors seemed to be giving lectures on the topic. Mind you there was this one crazy 
prof who kept arguing that we shouldn’t sit around feeling sorry for the poor, and kept 
calling the rest of the faculty liberals.

“Don’t worry”, the course director kept saying to his comrades, “We’ll get him 
sooner or later.”

Meanwhile, this longish haired guy was yelling at the forum that students were the 
niggers of the university and should demand their rights and demand them now. Virginia 
first suspected that this wasn’t a discussion of the Bahamas when she noticed that there 
was not a black person in the room. As a matter of fact, she thought to herself, “I’ve 
never met a black person”.

After the forum was over she went up to the speaker and said “I don’t think that you 
should use a world like nigger in public. There are much nicer words you could have 
chosen

The longish haired speaker looked sort of lovingly down upon Virginia and whispered, 
“Follow me, and I shall radicalize thee.” Virginia was certainly not used to having boys 
talk to her like that. “Do you want to go for a beer?” she could understand. “Would you 
like to go and see a movie?” she could follow. But what in God’s name did “I shall 
radicalize thee” mean.

Well apparently the first thing it meant was that this longish haired speaker wanted to 
make love with her. But here too the approach seemed to be singularly different than any 
she had experienced before.

“You see Virginia” he said, “Sex in bourgeois society has been so privatized and so 
formalized and so puritanized that the first thing we radicals have to learn to do is be 
freer and more honest with our bodies”.

It was not too much longer after that that Virginia was proudly wearing her “Viva 
Che” button on that very location, where just a few months ago she had almost displayed 
her Miss Cheerleader ribbon. Well Christmas time soon came rolling around and her 
parents were very happy to see their daughter after three months.

“What does the Viva Che button mean”, her father innocently asked.
“It means let’s make the revolution”, she responded.
Her parents were now just a little bit less happy to see their almost prize winning 

daughter.
“It also means that you and all your other bourgeois friends are counter revolutionary
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pigs”.

Her parents were now truly unhappy to see her. Besides, she didn’t seem to want to 
wash much.

Virginia’s holidays came to an end and back she trotted to the liberal arts university 
with the college system and the words of her parents echoing in her ears: “I told you we 
should have sent her to U of T.” ...«a»«Maw m
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In the next few years, Virginia visited her parents many times, although sparingly at 
first. Gradually Daddy stopped being a counter revolutionary pig. As a matter of fact 
before too long there were no such beasts anymore. Oh, it is not that Virginia ever went 
back to cheerleading. It is not even that Virginia ever moved back to Sudbury. It is just 
that she and her longish haired speaker friend got married.

Mind you, it was most unlikely that her daughter would ever be a cheerleader. That 
much would be different.
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Cucumber Salad — Peel and finely dice 1 slim cucumber, soak in salt water two hours. 
Chop fine :|.i cup spring onions, mix 6 tablespoons cream and 1 tablespoon lemon juice 
and slice fine a Granny Smith eating apple. Drain the cucumber, combine with other 
ingredients, and serve immediately in lettuce leaves.
Mushroom Salad — Combine :l« cup olive oil, l/a cup white wine vinegar, and salt and 
pepper to taste. Wash and slice finely 1 pound button mushrooms, and season with salt, 
black pepper and nutmeg. Then toss in the dressing adding lemon juice to taste, and 
leave standing 15 minutes. Garnish with fine chopped parsley, lemon, thyme and chives. 
Zucchini Salad —Cook 4 zucchini in boiling salted water 10 minutes, drain, cut in V2 inch 
slices and plop into bowl with 2 medium tomatoes, quartered. Toss in 1 fine-chopped 
green pepper, garnish with parsley, chives, marjoram, and Y4 cup French dressing. Toss 
and serve chilled.
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Potato Salad — Chop up celery, green pepper, onions, pickles, green onions, hard-boiled 
eggs and shred carrots and radishes. Cook several potatoes until done but still firm, cool 
and dice. If you want, use them hot. Some people like hot potato salad. In a large bowl, 
combine everything, spill in generous globs of mayonnaise or salad dressing, season with 
pepper (white or black or especially cayenne), salt and ginger and mix thoroughly.

You could also add chopped fresh tomatoes, pimento, anchovies, nuts (walnuts, 
pistachio, pecan), or capers (or anything?). Decorate with paprika, sliced egg, olives,

Saturday marks the fourth an 
niversary of the Great York 
University April Fool's Joke. In 
1968,
Schloopenheimick managed to 
steal the entire York Steeles 
Campus, and replace it with a 
massive steak and-kidney pie. The 
switch went undiscovered for 
several years, and the stolen 
campus was never found!

cl
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Waldorf Salad — Chop coarsely a heap of white cabbage, dice some apple, celery and 
pineapple. Crush coarsely some walnuts. Mix in a bowl with raisins, mayonnaise, lemon 
juice and nutmeg (cinnamon too, if you like). Let chill a few hours and serve.
The Salad - Salade Niçoise — An ultimate whole meal in itself, but not a budget item. Mix 
1-2 tablespoons dry mustard, 2 tablespoons wine vinegar, 1-2 mashed garlic cloves, 6 
tablespoons peanut or salad oil, a pinch of dry thyme, salt and black pepper to taste, and 
set aside.

Cook bite size pieces of 1 pound green beans in small'amount of salted water till just 
tender and crisp. Drain run under cold water, cool in colander. Drop 1 pint cherry 
tomatoes in a quart boiling water for 15 seconds, remove, peel. Slice 2 cooked medium 
potatoes.

Then in a large bowl, combine the whole kit-and-kaboodle, plus 21 ounces tuna, V2 
head lettuce, 2 green peppers in thin rounds, 4 thin sliced celery stalks, 2 red or 1 ber
muda onion thinly sliced and V4 cup chopped green onions. Decorate top with anchovies, 
stuffed green olives, black olives (Greek or Italian), 1 teaspoon dried basil, 1/3 cup 
chopped parsley, and quartered hard boiled eggs.

you could 
become a 

lifetime member 
in Spiro tlgnevv 5 

golfing 
gallery.
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No,not the punishment 
of mu double crime 
mustbe severe'? 1 
think I'll blind myself 

and go into wandering 
exile?

gort Can you think 
of anything 

more 
painful ??

have you 
considered 

divorce ?

I am, Gort? I it 
found out that 

killed my father, 
and I've married 

my mother?

I'veVtou look 
mortified, 
Oedipus.

t <3* ^% e>&-VY&
- x XIAPresent the creation at the table, allow everyone to appreciate, and drool un- 

dignifiedly, then pour dressing over (stir it up again quickly just before use), and destroy 
the symmetry by tossing fiendishly
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McMASTER UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ADULT EDUCATION

Summer Study in Italy, Thailand and Yugoslavia, 1972 
Undergraduate Degree Credit Courses Are Offered

Ér

«YORK
UNIVERSITY

YUGOSLAVIAITALY THAILAND
Anthropology
Economics
History
Political Science

Anthropology
Economics

Philosophy 
Political Science 
Sociology

English 
Fine Arts 
History 
Italianml FACULTY OF FINE ARTS 

SUMMER'72
ELIGIBILITY

The programme will be open to any person meeting the admission requirements at McMaster 
University or who has been granted permission to enroll while a student at another university 
for credit at that university.

//•

Anyone wishing to transfer credit to any other university should apply to the Registrar at that 
university for a letter of permission.

Listeners will be accepted for the Summer School. They are not required to meet admission 
requirements to the university, but do not have examination privileges.

For further information contact the School of Adult Education, McMaster University, Room 
136, Gilmour Hall, Hamilton, Ontario or call (416) 522-4971, local 321.

Courses 
Offered in

It’s Greenbush Night l (I

Tonlte - Curtis Lee 
Blue, Funky, Black Guitar

DANCE::Xv
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UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL 
ÉCOLE FRANÇAISE D’ÉTÉ 1972

ADDING
MACHINES FILME

Nt TV’S MUSIC 
THEATRE 
VISUAL ARTS

STEREO
TAPE

RECORDERS
T JUNE 29th — AUGUST llth, 1972

A The latest audio-visual methods are used with beginners ; 
advanced students work in seminars. A special attention 
is given to English-speaking French teachers; to 
students of French literature and to people wishing to 
know more about Quebec.

The social activities give opportunities to discover 
French-Canadian life through folksinging evenings; 
theatre visits, excursions into the typical Quebec 
countryside and sightseeing walks through historic old 
Montreal. Also facilities for sports activities.

Scholarships available. L’Université de Montréal has 
been selected as a participating institution in the 
Federal-Provincial Scholarship Program for Canadian 
students who wish to learn French as a second language.

STEREO
RECORD
PLAYERSL

S 698-2589 1
DANFORTH 

TYPEWRITER
2940 DANFORTH AVE.

FREE DEUVERY

THESES AND 
ESSAYS TYPED 
CALL 261-9218

FOR INFORMATION, PHONE OR WRITE:

Coordinator of Summer Studies
Faculty of Fine Arts
241 Behavioural Science Building
York University
4700 Keele Street
Downsview 463 (Toronto), Ontario
(416) 635-3636

88
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Booklet on request at: Ecole française d’été,
Université de Montréal,
Service d’éducation permanente,
C.P. 6128, Montréal 101, P.Q., Canada.^the^ftloger

Sfiot fifjoppts
Moving Soon?

WE’D LIKE TO KNOW.
A• I eCY

CONVOCATION!• • F>•i £

QRE/fT Shoes pok^he 
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SPRING 1972

MAY 27 10:30 amATKINSON
tien JUNE 1 2:30 pmMcLAUGHLIN0;

0L0q

% FOUNDERS/VANIER JUNE 2 10:00 am
à/Q

WINTERS/ST0NG JUNE 2 2:30 pm 

CALUMET/ G JUNE 2 2:30 pm

JUNE 3 2:30 pm 

GRADUATE STUDIES JUNE 9 2:30 pm

Un
C

GLEND0N

by BRAYCO JUNE 12 2:30 pm0SG00DEBlack Suede 
White Leather
Multi-color Tan Leathers only $19.99

Students expecting to graduate this spring are 
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor and sent to 
Excalibur, Central Square, Ross Building, York University, 
Downsview, Ontario. Excalibur reserves the right to edit all 
letters more than 500 words long. Unsigned letters are the 
responsibility of the editors. All letters will be published 
however due to space limitations letters may not be 
published the week they are received.

Letters to the Editor
Ridpath's Objectivism a threat to liberalism

1 should like to point out a few of 
the more fundamental problems 
raised by the Social Science 
department’s attempt to get rid of 
John Ridpath by way of cancelling 
the course he directs.

There is one (perhaps only one) 
point that both sides of the conflict 
agree on — both Soc. Sci. chairman 
Mel Hill and Ridpath noted a serious 
problem of non-co-operation 
amongst staff members. In view of 
the following facts, I think it is ap
parent where this conflict arose:

1) Ridpath’s requests for various 
people he considered competent to 
teach the course were turned down.

2) Two of the people on the first 
year course committee that 
recommended the course (Soc. Sci. 
175) be dropped are among those 
people working with (or against) 
Ridpath in that course.

3) The students consistently rated 
Ridpath as the best purveyor of 
ideas in the course.

Evidently, there is a serious 
conflict between those working with 
Ridpath, and the course director 
himself. As Hill refuses to disclose 
the nature of this conflict, we may 
only conjecture at its source. 
However, I don’t think it is too 
speculative to see the problem as a 
conflict of basic ideas (philosophies, 
if you will). Ridpath, for years a 
student of objectivism (the 
philosophical system created by Ayn 
Rand), is no doubt dangerous to the 
liberal and leftist status quo in the 
social sciences. Rather than attempt 
to meet his ideas with arguments (a 
difficult task given the superiority in 
teaching techniques), the Soc. Sci. 
department has chosen to silence 
Ridpath by taking away his chance 
to be heard.

There is also a psychological (as 
well as ideological) factor involved 
in this conflict. Excalibur’s editorial 
mentioned in passing the chronic 
inferiority present on the podiums of 
the Soc. Sci. classes in recent years. 
Ridpath, like any capable, 
knowledgeable person is a serious 
threat to entrenched mediocrity and 
moral gray ness. Silence him, say 
the diluted and we won’t look quite 
so bad. Nor will the students be able 
to see just what education could be 
like.

The deficiencies and disasters of cusations of incompetence?
The fact that Ridpath enjoys 

teaching, helps explain both his 
quality and his popularity. Accor
ding to the March 23 Excalibur, 
student course evaluations consider 
him the best teacher in Soc.Sci.; 56 

Mary O’Brien percent rate his tutorials, and 25 
Graduate student, Political Science percent his lectures, as excellent;

and 50 percent of his students think 
Sco.Sci. 175 has good to excellent 
potential. Votes prove nothing but 
his popularity ; but if his popularity 
is ignored, then student course 

With respect to a recent con- evaluation is a paper hypocrisy
troversy concerning a member of Now R‘dpath is an avowedly 
your division as well as the serious student and adherent of the
Economics department, John philosophy of Ann Rand; m fact, it s
Ridpath, I should like to submit the "° exaggeration to say he s more
following comments. familiar with her philosophy than

I have worked intimately with any other Toronto resident. Ayn
Ridpath in the administration of Rand s intransigent individualism
Economics 201 and I have found him afid advocacy of capitalism, is
to have a most realistic expectation unlikely to sit well with those whose
of contributions from supportative prestige and material sustenance
members associated with his course depend on a government educational
as well as an appreciative monopoly. This raises the issue of
awareness of their assistance; this whether, under such a monopoly,
would lead me to question any academic freedom is at all possible,
contention that he is not a competent Your front-page article last week 
administrator although this may not says ^at some Soc Sci. faculty 
be one of the items you are con- members have leveled accusations 
sidering against Ridpath, which department

Furthermore his interest in the chairman Melvyn Hill refuses to
whole area of social science has, I make public. If the accusers have
have found, made him one of the anything to say that needs saying,
more well-read faculty in this in- why do they not do so openly? Smear
stitution of higher learning, and has afid innuendo, once the stock-in-
acted as an intellectual stimulus to trade of demagogues, and yellow
myself as well as to students who journalists, appear to have acquired on matters we had discussed, in
have sought him and with whom 1 an aura of academic respectability. particular relating to the provision
have come in contact. This certainly Evidently Ridpath is unpopular of cleaning services. On the one 
is an asset to any department which with some of his colleagues; and hand, I did not make any reference
is trying to induce a broad per- whatever their motives, their to the use of non-union labor. On the
spective in youth seeking the methods speak with disturbing other hand, I made a strong point, of
educational experience. eloquence. The attempt to cashier the need to relate wage rates with

Finally, I can report from con- Ridpath is without plausible excuse; standards of service and noted that
versatinns which I have had with it is hypocritical, cowardly and university-union meetings in recent
students in Economics 201 that unfair. When such behaviour is months had given evidence of a
although they find the material tolerated in a university, it becomes genuine desire of both parties to
“dry”, the manner of presentation plain that something is fun- strive for the well-being of York,
used by Ridpath facilitates their damentally rotten with our The financial limitations facing
comprehension and is as stimulating educational system ; and it is time York pose difficult problems which
as could he pxnected and his for everyone to wake up and take will not be solved by simplistic orwillingness to talk^students after notice. distorted statements. It is my
class on points which they have not Eric Layman conviction that the present crisis
fully grasped would, if nought else, 
indicate a teacher who is interested 
in communicating to his students.
This is certainly a most vital 
(although often missing) feature in 
the York educational “factory".

I would ask therefore that you 
consider the position of Mr. Ridpath 
in your department most fully and 
as a consequence thereof, I’m sure 
that you will find it most inap
propriate to lose such an individual.

Richard H. Fosbrooke 
Teaching assistant,

Department of Economics

Smear and innuendo 
won't do for Ridpath
I am concerned to hear that 

professor John Ridpath (Social 
Science 175) is to be dropped from 
York faculty, on the excuse that he is 
incompetent ( ! ) and that his course 
is too general. Though not presently 
a student, I am an alumnus of U of T 
(67); and I attended non-credit 
lectures Ridpath gave at York in 
early 1970, on the History of Western 
Philosophy. 1 will vouch 
unhesitatingly for his teaching 
merits; but the issue involves 
academic freedom as well.

Ridpath is rare among teachers 
because he explains difficult ideas in 
a way that even a novice can grasp 
clearly — i.e., he actually teaches. If 
public education funds are being cut, 
the rational procedure is to sack 
those who don’t do what they’re paid 
for — not those who fulfil their 
responsibilities.

But besides covering assigned 
courses, Ridpath shows how they 
relate to other areas of life — 
making education a part of life, not 
apart from it. To teach a course 
well, is lo make it relevant, as well 
as clear; and making the social 
sciences relevant, i equires the wide- 
ranging interests of a man like Prof.
Ridpath. How then to justify ac-

university life are not going to yield 
to gut-reaction journalese. The 
defect of the products of gut reac
tions is that they are all so 
depressingly uniform. A crap is a 
crap is a crap.
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", . .and furthermore, the department does not see how a 
professor's teaching capacities affect his chances for being re 
hired. . ."

demands clear thinking on the part 
of all concerned with York’s future 
to ensure an understanding of the 
present situation and future alter 
natives as a prerequisite to realistic 
solutions.

I am pleased to learn that a future 
issue of Excalibur will endeavour to 
provide information which will be of 
assistance in developing such un
derstanding. Might I suggest an 
appropriate headline would be 
“York community seeks efficient 
use of limited resources to further 
academic goals”.

Bill Small
Vice-president, administration

Clear thinking needed
on non-union labor
I was disappointed by the inac

curate headlines and incomplete 
reporting in last week’s Excalibur

More letters on p. 12If mediocrity and diluted 
decadence are not to completely 
neutralize the exchange of ideas 
necessary for education, Ridpath 
and Soc. Sci. 175, must be main
tained at all costs. 1J.G. Lennox 

York IV 
Honors Philosophy 

Vanier

Soc. Sci. chairman is
Please fTk Dennison, 

give us more cycle pathsa political exile
Being a student of Social Science 

professor Mel Hill’s was one of the 
rare intellectually exciting ex
periences of my student life here at 
York. However, the fact that I 
personally respect and admire Mel 
may not be of much moment to 
students trying to grasp the issues 
involved in the John Ridpath affair. 
Of even less help is the intemperate 
distortion of the series of mindless 
slogans which passes for “in
formed” comment in Excalibur.

Hill is a South African who is 
excluded from his own country for 
political reasons. It may be that 
“white racists” are being thrown out 
by the South African government; I 
rather thought they were cherished. 
In these circumstances, your 
reference to Rhodesia is slightly 
more barbarous than your usual 
level of automated vulgarity.

I personally know nothing of 
Ridpath. Less dewy-eyed students 
tell me he is an admirer of Ayn 
Rand. You might ask him if this is 
the case. Then, perhaps, one of your 
literate staffers — don’t panic, it’s 
not a very high level — might even 
find some material to which another 
of your favorite epithets — fascist — 
could be applied as something other 
than mere reflex.

NAME

ADDRESS

More and more people are rediscovering veloped as fine cycle routes, 
cycling. Unfortunately, for those who live With your support Mr. Paul Kent of Bloor 
in Toronto, there are too few places where Cycle will make a presentation to Mayor 
they can enjoy it. William Dennison on behalf of all Toronto

The streets are filled with traffic. And bicycle owners. He will make Metro Council 
except for one or two parks, the paths are aware ol the needs of cyclists, and the pos- 
too few and too short. sibilities for development.

There are many areas throughout the city Fill out the coupon above today, and 
that could be easily and inexpensively de- send it to:

bloor cycle
MR. PAUL KENT, 1169 BLOOR STREET WEST, TORONTO 4, ONT.
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Amnesty: its effect on war, 
exiles, resisters, and us

the stockades, and all the rest whose legal rights are 
denied because of the war, even including those still in 
uniform against their will — which means most enlisted 
men and draftees.

The question of amnesty seems to be of importance to 
America as a whole. Senator Taft and congressman 
Koch seem to understand this well. Thus the need to 
prepare bills that will appear to grant amnesty for war 
resisters while not really doing it. They have presented 
complementary bills in each house of Congress which, 
by not including deserters and attaching the provision 
that draft resisters must serve three years alternate 
service, guarantee that few war resisters will actually 
regain their rights as citizens.

This appears to be in line with the Pentagon's policy, 
as stated by deputy assistant secretary of defence 
major-general Leo Benade, at the recent hearings on 
amnesty conducted by senator Ted Kennedy.

“With amnesty at this time, some military members 
might be influenced to desert the service, safe in the 
knowledge that punishment or continued military ser
vice would be avoided,” said the general.

The policy is clarified by president Richard Nixon who 
said recently “we always, under our system, provide 
amnesty. I for one would be very liberal with regard to 
amnesty, but not while there are Americans in Vietnam 
fighting to serve their country.”

The idea seems to be that amnesty will be fine as long 
as it does not interfere with the continuation of the 
foreign policies and demands which got America into 
Vietnam in the first place, and which, for all the ap
parent changes, seem to be keeping her there. Thus if 
the President and the Pentagon can just shift the work of 
killing from ground troops to computers, helicopters and 
bombers, an amnesty will be fine.

But having to talk about amnesty at all may in the end 
be the undoing of Nixon and his deceitful schemes of 
gradual withdrawal. Other people interested in amnesty 
are also interested in a withdrawal that is more than 
gradual.

Most important of these groups are GI’s themselves. 
More and more are in open resistance to the govern
ment’s war policies and the military machine which 
tries to carry them out. Few GI’s want to be the last man 
to die in Vietnam. They want no part of Nixon’s gradual 
withdrawal plans. GI’s are now forcefully calling for 
complete and unconditional amnesty for all war 
resisters, whether they are in or out of the military. This 
demand is part of the GI resistance aim of an early 
demobilization of the imperial military and its 
replacement with a completely new more 
democratically controlled and operated national defense 
organ.

Another vocal group supporting universal un
conditional amnesty are the veterans of military duty, 
especially those who saw duty in Indochina. Organized 
in a number of groups across the nation and locally, all 
have called for the same kind of amnesty as the GI 
resistance.

Finally, peace movement groups across the country 
have begun to mobilize support for universal, un
conditional, early amnesty for all war resisters — 
bringing the message especially to the new class of 
voters between 18 and 21 as well as to the generation 
which has borne the burden of the war. The effort will be 
to pressure any political candidate in this election year 
to support a universal, unconditional and early amnesty 
as part of a rapid and total withdrawal of American 
military involvement in Vietnam and a restructuring of 
American society towards the aims of peace and justice.

This new kind of amnesty movement — or, if you will, 
movement amnesty — has already sparked movement 
by the most active non-candidate in history, senator 
Kennedy, whose hearings last month showed a depth of 
coherent support for unconditional amnesty for all war 
resisters. Support came from mothers of men who had 
died in Indochina combat, as well as mothers of Nixon’s 
darling prisoners of war. The POW mother apparently 
has come to understand that Nixon’s the one who is 
keeping her son and the other POW’s prisoner by con
tinuing the escalation of the war.

A new bill calling for such a universal, unconditional 
amnesty is now in preparation by left-liberals in 
Washington, under the guidance of a broad front of 
radical and left-liberal supporters. There is no telling 
how long such a bill will take to surface, or whether, 
when it does, it stands a chance of success.

In the election year of 1972, it could depend on the 
people themselves. More especially, it depends on the 
strength and good leadership of GI’s in resistance, 
veterans of the war, and the other war resisters both 
stateside and abroad, who like it or not, must pay at
tention to the workings of those with power. Our only 
pressure source of countervailing force is the people 
themselves.

Dee Knight is an American war resister and editor of AMEX- 
CANADA magazine.

the world would be interested in fighting for it. The 
problem is that the only way to find out if it is true is to 
try.

After these considerations the other question can be 
seen in perspective. OK, Donald Draft Dodger and 
Dennis Deserter, tell us straight — would you or 
wouldn’t you go back if there's an amnesty that’s 
satisfactory to you? Well, Johnny Canuck (with all due 
respect, of course), yes and no, I guess.

What I mean to say is some would and some wouldn’t. 
Most who wouldn’t probably would go temporarily for 
visits and other purposes. The fact is after living here for 
two to five years, especially in view of the hostility war 
resisters have gotten from their families and others in 
the States,we have tended to grow roots in Canada. To 
use a cliche, we’re becoming new Canadians, if we can 
make the grade, that is.

This brings up the next point in a reality which is 
complex and difficult, sometimes bordering on the 
tragic. Some war resisters who have chosen Canada as a 
refuge will not be able to make the grade as citizens. 
Some of us — and nobody knows how many even if they 
would tell — can’t even make the grade as immigrants.

This should be no surprise to anyone who understands 
how the immigration system is set up in this and all 
other western countries. The idea is to get the kind of 
immigrant you need to sustain the economic growth of 
the country. In times of economic expansion, you’re 
willing to take quite a few people who qualify mainly for 
unskilled or semi-skilled work — just as Canada did 
throughout the sixties — and as America did fifty years

But when times get tough and there’s high unem
ployment, especially in the unskilled and semi-skilled 
classes of work — times like the present — then you don’t 
want this kind of immigrant. Working-class immigrants 
and aspirants to immigration to Canada — among whom 
there are a lot of war resisters, especially deserters — 
are finding it a lot tougher here in Canada.

For these people, and for people here who can’t get 
their minds off the need to organize for social change in 
America (instead of applying their energies here), 
amnesty is important personally. And it is important to 
the men and women underground in the U.S., in jail, in

By DEE KNIGHT
A new spectre is haunting North America. It is the 

spectre of amnesty. But what, you may well ask, is a 
spectre? And, now that I mention it, what’s amnesty?

A spectre is a shadow, and to me the word connotes a 
kind of shadowy cloud — of impending doom sometimes, 
or more appropriate in this case, of confusion. Because 
that's the situation with amnesty. What it means, and to 
whom, is causing great confusion and some argument. 
When it will happen, and what it will do to the lives of 
thousands of people, and to the future foreign and 
domestic policies of the U.S. government — all of this is 
even more confusing.

Canadians who have been generally sympathetic to 
the draft resisters and military deserters who have 
found their way here, may want to know if we all are 
getting ready to pack up and leave. The answer is a 
complex one. It’s the other side of the troubles of those of 
us who have had to try and answer the American tv and 
newspaper reporters’ perennial question: “How many 
guys do you think will go back if and when there’s an 
amnesty?”

The first part of the answer is that this isn’t the point of 
amnesty as far as war resisters in Canada are con
cerned. The point is ending the war and changing the 
causes of it in American society. There are probably 
more war resisters subject to prosecution living un
derground, or already in jail, in military stockades, or 
just wandering around without their legal rights as 
citizens, still in America than there are in Canada.

The second part of the answer is that a vindication of 
war resisters could go far towards making middle 
America understand where the real causes of the war 
are to be found. Such an amnesty would show that 
America is willing to face up to the problems which its 
government leaders have caused during the war years. 
It could provide the climate in which their opposition to 
government war policies launched them on.

It is also possible — judging from the words of 
President Nixon and Pentagon officials — that a 
premature amnesty, forced on American policy makers 
by massive pressure, would make the continued fielding 
of armed conscripts for imperial wars impossible or 
very difficult. If this proved true, many people around

ago.
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War resisters from all over Canada and the U.S. converged on Washington to demonstrate 
against war. Photo by David Lloyd — Varsity
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Slater requests more time as York 
bombs out at Wright 

Commission hearings
some of these same characteristics and 
enthusiasms. Most of the undergraduate 
students do not. The result is that most 
professors would prefer to have most of 
their students at some other institution 
than their own.”

“The reality is that the university is 
there for higher education and many 
students are there for just more 
education.”

The York brief runs counter to the 
Wright Report’s emphasis on ac
cessibility and integrated living and 
learning patterns.

The Commission criticizes the system 
for “the inculcation of unnecessary and 
destructive competitiveness among 
individuals; the senseless ranking, both 
social and academic ; the maldistribution 
of resources and preferences; the 
structured and bureaucratized system 
which we deplore but to which we sub
mit; the injustices of socio-economic 
origin that are reflected in our school 
system”.

It’s easy to see the commission and 
York would never have seen eye to eye on 
what university is all about.

The Atkinson brief prepared by an Ad 
Hoc committee stands on more 
agreeable ground. Accessibility, 
diversity and formal and informal 
education experiences mesh well with 
the ideals of the Atkinson experiment.

The Wright Report heartily endorses 
part-time education. This pleases the ad 
hoc committee. They only caution that 
part-time students not be put in com
petition with full-time students for class 
space and time. The fuller range of op
tions through a University of Ontario also 
gets endorsement from Atkinson.

The only other significant briefs from 
York were from women professors on the 
status of women at York. They focused 
their concern on equalizing the roles of 
men and women.

The Wright Report deals with some of 
the inequalities of women such as under
representation in faculty ranks, the 
difficulties of getting back to school once 
a family is started and the need for 
money and daycare facilities.

The York status of women brief scores 
one point. They point out the sexist at
titude throughout the report in spite of 
these recommendations. The “biological 
role of women” demands adequate 
provision for maternity leaves, tax relief 
for child care and daycare.

The status brief points out that this 
emphasis on the biological role of women 
makes it appear that men have no 
biological role ; no real responsibility for 
family life beyond the economic realm.

The Council of the York Student 
Federation did not make a critique of the 
Wright report. Their reason 
current smozzle over the election of next 
year’s council. The time of year and the 
academic crush are back-up reasons. Yet 
look at SAC. They had the same situation 
with a council acclaimed, contested 
through campus-wide referendum and a 
new election set. Sandwiched in this 
same time slot was the SAC headed 
Robarts Research Library confrontation.

How is it they managed to come up 
with a brief? The main reason is 
organization. They have a full-time 
education officer on staff to co-ordinate 
such efforts. SAC reasons education is 
the main function of their mandate, so 
the money is well spent. CYSF prefers to 
hire a $9,200 a year business manager.

Student senators asked to join the 
faculty on their brief. This was a 
mistake. These students assume that 
everyone has the same beef with the 
Wright report. Both SAC and the

By MARILYN SMITH 
York’s name is mud with the Wright 

Commission. And it all got slung about 
last Wednesday at York’s public hearing 
with the commission. The big chance to 
lash out at the report petered out into 
“Please sir, we want more time.”

That was bad enough. Never mind that 
every post-secondary institution across 
the province has made a reply to the 
report the number one priority item on 
their schedules. Never mind that the 
stakes are future government policy.

As chance would stage it, York 
president David Slater’s request for 
more time and another hearing was 
followed by a presentation that wowed 
the commission. The Students’ 
Administrative Council at the University 
of Toronto stepped up after Slater to 
present a 32-page comprehensive brief 
compiled by a 35-student commission.

The commission was impressed. In 
fact, it invited SAC to participate in the 
hearing with the Council of Ontario 
Universities and the Ontario Con
federation of University Faculty 
Association.

The psychological implications of 
York’s poor showing against the showy 
triumph of SAC was evident during a 
coffee break when one commissioner 
remarked that “they (York) think 
they’re so important.”

The great debate over the Wright 
Report is raging all about most in
stitutions 
Administrators, faculty and students are 
united together in this one instance. 
Their fears are different and indeed their 
recommendations are different. But the 
factions are united in this one thing — the 
Wright Report must not go through in its 
present form in June.

Perhaps it is best to say that York has 
remained calm and unruffled in the 
flurry of briefs. It might be best to say it 
that way. But it wouldn't be honest. The 
fact is that while every other post
secondary institution has given the 
report priority attention, York has gone 
about the whole matter in the most 
bumbling and inept way imaginable.

Neither students, staff, faculty or 
administrators have devoted much effort 
to a document having this many im
plications.

The commission chairman, Doug 
Davis told Slater the same thing he told a 
shouting Young Socialist delegation the 
month before, “We can’t answer your 
requests until you submit your brief and 
give the commission the opportunity to 
study what you have to say.”

For the record, York had prepared an 
official brief. It was written by Slater’s 
assistant, Terry Olson, under the sup
posed guidance of administrative studies 
dean James Gillies. He had little to do 
with the brief and little York-wide input 
went into the content. Olson said he 
requested a submission from every 
student council. Not one gave a brief.

The outcome was predictable. Senate 
refused the brief last Tuesday, the day 
before the hearing, vowing they’d rather 
send an empty-handed delegation, than 
one carrying a brief with a tone of “the 
most effable snottiness.” That’s how 
Glendon economics professor David 
McQueen put it.

And it is a snotty report. It’s filled with 
cliches of ivory-towered elitism.

“Professors are by definition ab
normal people. Normal people do not 
wish to spend most of their lives reading 
books and getting involved in long 
esoteric discussions and abstract ideas 
about theories and about basic research. 
University professors do — and they 
prefer to be around students who share
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confirmed but seems likely in the broad 
hints made by the commission and 
university education minister George 
Kerr.

It’s fine for York to attack the Com
mission for demanding responses at the 
worst point in the academic year. But 
ignoring the report won’t make it. go 
away.

It didn’t go away when submissions 
were originally called for two years ago. 
Few universities responded. The only 
York submission came from a small 
group of students. The universities argue 
now, “we didn’t realize how important it 
was going to be.” Yet here at York, in 
spite of its recognized importance, the 
report has had no serious community 
involvement. There hasn't even been a 
campus-wide distribution of the report.

Faculty and students could have made 
their response a practical academic 
exercise. The scope of such a critique 
merits academic credit.

Pretensions of experimentation and 
liberalism aside, when it comes to the 
application, York sinks back into an 
ivory-tower stupor.

University of Toronto faculty argued 
against the suggested co-ordinating 
board.

SAC proposes a board more 
representative of the public, students and 
faculty. The faculty decries any in
tervention in the autonomy of the 
university. SAC endorses part-time 
education. The faculty flatly reject in
creasing part-time education. They felt it 
threatens full-time scholarship and 
would not keep the quality of the 
university.

The dichotomy of views and interests is 
evident throughout the two briefs. 
Students must make their own sub
missions if they want to express their 
views. In their token senate represen
tation, they have no real voice. Any 
dissent they may have with the thrust of 
a York-wide brief will carry no weight.

York is finally turning its attention to 
the report. It’s getting later and later. 
The Commission said last Wednesday 
they will decide March 27 which parts of 
the report to release as final and which 
portions to redraft. The outcry has been 
loud enough to push back the June 
deadline at the legislature. This is not

the

V_
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More Letters to the Editor
was his mass support for his aims in 
the potential constituency of some 
8,000 students?

In comparison, I find the can
didate John Theobald quite specific 
in his suggestions — he proposes the 
establishment of a committee in
volving both students and faculty to 
draft a new questionnaire in 
evaluating courses, a credit system 
for the faculty of arts, a request for 
greater student representation 
especially on senate, academic 
credit for serious non-course ac
tivity at York a calling for students In relation to the ULS candidate’s 
to take an active role in supporting view of the board, I would ask what
the masters of the colleges “to gain homework he has done to support
some control over the academic life the charge that the “board of
of their students.” governors run (sic) our lives.” The

Belfont sees the college councils board’s responsibilities do not ex-
as able to perform “a social function tend to academic matters, to
for the students at York Univer- curriculum, academic standards,
sity." Is this all the colleges are — a development of academic
group of councils? He suggests the programs, etc. I should have thought
$17 the councils get “should be used it was in this area that students
to promote social functions.”

If I were a student, I would 
question the justification for using so 
much money for “play" — is Belfont 
implying that colleges are not to be 
taken seriously, that they have no drawal of all U.S. military forces’’ — 
concern for activities outside their 
own social amusement that they 
couldn’t possibly, for instance, be
interested in something like the demand to end all military and 
impressive Encounter sessions research on campus must ultimately 
sponsored by Vanier? be the decision of senate. How does

(3) I would ask for an elucidation (be ULS propose to bring these 
of the assumption and evidence to worthy situations into reality? 
support the charges that the board of Surely putting their energies into 
governors and business interests it getting a Student Union Building will 
represents sees students as

“commodities” and that “their 
solution is to cut back on the supply 
of graduates analogous to cutbacks 
in industrial and plant closures.”

The abysmal ignorance displayed 
by that assumption that the board 
can “cut back” on enrolment or 
prevent students from coming, I find 
incredible from a university student. 
Enrolments, I always thought, are 
the result of students and/or parents 
deciding university education is a 
good idea.

Stong Master criticizes 
ULS political stand

Whether or not I am wise or 
justified in making public my 
reactions to the recent debacle of the 
CYSF election in a student paper 
which has supported the United Left 
Slate, I feel moved (charged though 
I will be with prejudice) to note 
certain curious "facts” and to ask 
particular questions.

But first, let me make clear the 
assumptions from which I speak as a 
member of the York community who 
is now completing my seventh year 
of teaching and involvement with 
students. I am here — and I would 
assume most students and other 
faculty are — because of a com
mitment to a belief that education is 
important, that it is indeed a matter 
of first priority for members of York 
involved in academic affairs.

If I were a student and were faced 
with the necessity of voting again 
because an election was so 
haphazardly run (as evidence so 
overwhelmingly suggests — this 
resulting in a discrediting of the 
democratic process), I would seek

answers to the following questions:
(1) What hard evidence was 

brought forward to substantiate the 
charge of the ULS that “John 
Theobald 
manipulated the vote through an 
Atkinson Student Association letters 
which supported him”? (Excalibur 
editorial, March 23, 1972, Page 6)

If there is no such evidence — and 
to my knowledge none has been 
presented — I would wonder about 
the wisdom of supporting a can
didate from whom such innuendoes 
apparently have issued.

I would also ask the question about 
what constitutes undue influence on 
election day, since it is my 
recollection that Excalibur came out 
on the day of election with an 
editorial commenting on procedures 
in the Atkinson Student Association 
support of Theobald.

(2) I would consider what 
evidence or information has been 
presented by ULS candidate, Bryan 
Belfont, in the area of academic 
concern, to show that (a) faculties 
are not offering courses “to examine 
the real history, economics and 
politics of Canada and its working 
people” — and I would ask how 
“real" is defined; (b) I would ask 
how the ULS proposes to implement 
their demand for “student-faculty- 
staff control of the university”.

In Belfont’s platform statement 
March 2, I find only the vaguest 
hopes and no effective means 
proposed for wishing “to involve the 
mass of students in a democratic 
decision making process." Where

election could be described as a 
“mass” gathering.

Regarding the ULS proposal for a 
24-hour day-care centre at York to 
be financed by the university, I 
would ask Belfont if (a) he has 
costed out such a financial com
mitment? and if so, (b) what 
academic or present non-academic 
expenditures can be sacrificed to 
implement this activity?

The faculties this year face 
serious budget cuts from their most 
trimmed estimates. The amount of 
money York gets is determined to a 
large extent by the Ontario govern
ment who decides how the tax 
dollars shall be divided amongst 
various institutions and provincial 
services. Does the ULS candidate 
feel the taxpayer would opt for his 
proposal?

Looking again at the published 
statements of the two candidates in 
the March 2 Excalibur (Pages 8-9), 
who face a new election, I would ask, 
if I were a student, who is more 
likely to devote his time and 
energies to what concerns me — my 
education? It would not be the ULS 
candidate however noble some of his 
proposals are, some of which I have 
supported.

Obviously a new election is needed 
to permit those who feel their cause 
has been jeopardized by sloppy 
election procedures to have another 
hearing. I would hope that the vote 
would be a “mass" one and that the 
voters consider what a university is 
about. It should not be concerned 
with political power games. Is it not 
about academic responsibility in the 
broadest and deepest sense of the 
word?

successfullyhad

“live”.
The other "causes” supported by 

the ULS — repeal of anti-abortion 
laws, an opposition to war in Viet
nam and “the immediate with-

should these be a central activity of 
the CYSF? Why not individual ef
fort? Women’s studies and a

Drive Your Own Car war

— Economically —

Europe This Summer!n
not help. How will they “involve the 
mass of students in a democratic 
decision making process?” Not 
through pressure from “regular 
mass student rallies; ’’ not even their 
“rally" Monday for questioning the

IMPORT Auto TALK Virginia Rock 
Master, Stongc ■£>
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By IAN NEILLDrive a brand new car, 

set your own pace ...
Drivers: you’re lucky too 
With spring now here, the pains of winter are now gone. 
However in contrast with most other people around the 
world, driving a car in town and out with family and friends 
can still be a fun thing. In Japan, for instance, even before 
you can own a car there are problems to overcome. First, you 
have to get a driver’s licence. This entails attending a driving 
school and the schools are well known for their strict 
teachers. Compared with tests in North America and 
Europe, getting a driving licence in Japan is extremely 
difficult. According to transport regulations, learner-drivers 
must undergo a minimum of 20 hours practical instruction, 
and 20 hours learning about traffic laws and the basic 
structure and performance of cars. But usually, learner- 
drivers are forced to take from 30 to 40 hours because driving 
school instructors are so hard to please! If you have ever 
been to Japan and seen how they drive you’ll know why 
they’re called “Kamikaze", which means “divine wind”. 
Taxi drivers may feel that it is their job to drive as fast as 
they can to earn a good living, but that’s not the opinion of 
many of their fares. This is because there is an increasing 
awareness of automotive safety right through the various 
strata of the Japanese people. Recently, daily newspapers 
have probed the whole problem of defective vehicles and a 
high-powered road safety campaign was launched. Car 
owners are very watchful of the condition of their cars. They 
keep their automobiles in top shape. And, funny thing, you 
very seldom see a car with a dent on it on the streets. 
Japanese car owners are very proud of their cars which I 
guess is a good thing, for our lives really depend on the 
condition of our personal transport.

Safety belts work—here’s proof:
In the U.S. not one person wearing a combination lap belt and 
shoulder harness has been killed in an auto accident at 
speeds of up to 60 mph.

And not one driver wearing a lap belt alone has been killed at 
the wheel of a car equipped with a collapsible steering 
assembly in an accident below 50 mph.
These statistics were reported by Douglas Toms, the new 
director of the National Highway Safety Bureau of the 
Department of Transportation. In fact, he said, one 
manufacturer, GM, told him it knows of no death in an ac
cident below 80 mph in any of its cars in which an occupant 
was wearing a belt-harness combination.

Your own itinerary on your own time - 
economically. This is the best method to 
enjoy and discover the U.K. and the 
Continent. Tourist Car Services, 
specialists in overseas car deliveries for 
Canadians. ns• A brand new LEASE-A-CAR is 

economical for travel trips of four or 
more weeks.

” Planning a new car purchase? Use our 
PURCHASE-A-CAR plan, direct from 
the manufacturer at factory prices. 
Drive your new car, return it to Canada, 
the savings are an added benefit and can 
be substantial.

* RENT-A-CAR plan offers greater 
flexibility, dependingon you' itinerary 
and period of car rental. Features 
pick-up one city/country, drop-off 
another city/country, (min. 14 days.)

N.B. Special Students Rates - Renault
Lease Grants $40.00 and morel

u f ' V \

c HIS r*

K hi

9
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"We'rea Canadian Company"

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! n ■■■J
I------- II mUS 4TOURIST CAR SERVICES

185 Bay Street, Suite No.401, 
Toronto 116, Ontario 
Telephone 864-9596 ; Jw/v

I am interested in more information, 
please send brochure, without obligation, 
on the following: ftsmaby "Torino□ Lease □ Purchase QRental

Car Make & Model preferred
C*MTSceS

*rmsr*vnuicn%OQaTO*f
Brown and Tan Kid Leather 

Only $29.99No. in party

Planning Departure
C.O.D. orders accepted. 

Credit and Charges cards honored. 

Open Thursday and Friday nites.

Length of stay

Destination

Name

NEILL (£) LTD.
889-0972 773-4661

YONGE ST., 1 MILE NORTH OF RICHMOND HILL 
Wide Open ’til 9 p.m. Mon. to Thurs. — Fri. & Sat. ’til 6

2*2 Yonge St. 
1475 Yonge St 
101 Bloor St.

Fairview Mall 
Oshawa Shopping Centre 
126 Bloor St. West
I lor guys only)

Address

City.........................................................
In Dundei/Hemllton, 163 King St. West, 

Dunde», Tel: 627-1607 "Design and Word Trade Marks in 
Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

Clip this Ad for future reference
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More Letters to the Editor
When , c,„ed,o, quests, —g£ SSLSS “s Z

nrofessor John Ridpath’s ap- their evaluation of Ridpath. Since I YeoWOMAN Athlete of the Year not
oointment as a lecturer, I have know by personal experience that worthy of newsprint Also, how
nersonal knowledge which should be their criticisms are false, I suspect many articles and pictures have you
brought to the attention of the York that they have a motive which they printed this past year on women s
community. In particular, I am would never express in public : sports as compared to the men.
familiar with Ridpath’s teaching namely, their dislike of the My experiences this year indicate
ability which I understand has been philosophical and political opinions that the department of Physical
criticized by certain members of the which Ridpath advocates so openly. Education comes much closer to

Tact I was unaware of Hut- York Social Sciences department. It is a truism that the primary promoting equality for women in
Fact I was unawar o During the winter of 1969-70, I justification of a university is the sports than does Excalibur.

cheson s intention to raise this issue. Uur.ng me ^ ^ ^ of Us students. From this Vietta E. Wilson
Furthermore, as a matter of fact, a ^ on ^ History of western it follows that excellence in teaching Assistant professor - female

smd on^how i.Sci Tsn t really philosophy . Each lecture was well should be encouraged. The York Department of Physical Education
trying to give Ridpath the boot” (as organized, clearly presented, in- administration can make no greater
the editorfal claims). First, he didn’t teresting and enjoyable. It was mistake than not rehiring John
speak for 20 minutes, and secondly, obvious from Ridpath s command of Ridpath.
he made it quite clear at the outset the material that he had done a la g
that he wished to address himself amount of detaded research in
only to (he question of the course and g£>,hH^av(eorno^n6lecturi„g

ability ; he ranks with the best I have 
heard both before and since I started 
lecturing myself over six years ago.

An additional point in Ridpath’s 
favor is the fact that he openly 
acknowledges that he is an advocate 
of Objectivism, the philosophy of 
Ayn Rand. Indeed, the issues he 
discussed were clarified by fully 
understanding the context in which 
his comments and criticisms were 

After talking with professors made. If anything, Ridpath was 
David Shugarman and John Hut- unnecessarily careful to identify the 
cheson, we believe Shugarman was source of each opinion he expressed, 
a victim of circumstance. We reject whether it was that of the 
any idea of conspiracy between him philosopher under discussion,
and Hutcheson. We regret any another commentator’s or Ridpath’s 
embarrassment caused and extend 

complete apologies.

Lecture not stopped for 
Hutcheson prof says

there were none. I then packed up 
my notes and books and began to 
leave, as did a number of students. 
Only then did Hutcheson rise to say 
that he wanted to discuss a petition 
that was circulating in order to 
clarify some of the issues 
surrounding the dropping of the

The fable of Chicken Little (who 
thought the sky was falling when an 
acorn hit her on the head) and that of 
the little boy who cried wolf should 
be well enough known that they 
require little elaboration. What 
these fables teach are the dangers 
that follow from misconception, lack 
of judgment, and a disregard for the 
facts. Chicken Little and the little 
boy have nothing on this year s 
editor of Excalibur.

Of the many distortions and errors 
in fact contained in Excalibur s 

of Social Science 175 I

All students should
Edmund West, 

Professor, 
Dept, of Physics, 

University of Toronto.

benefit from calendar
Since Council of the York Student 

Federation collects $10 from every 
student in the university, I was 
under the impression that it was 
supposed to represent the interests 
of all the students.

Yet in the counter-calendar only 
Your picture and caption on subjects offered to arts students

March 13 projected the attitude ot were considered. No subjects for the
the Physical Education department students "in the faculties of science or 
— of male chauvinism. In Fjne Arts were included — why? 
reality, the poster was designed by a Even jf the writers of the counter
small group of students from one caiendar had gone to the trouble of
course (wonder which sex thought to publishing which professors in these 

the usual sexist selling gim- faculties are going to teach which 
mick? ) subjects next year it would not have

How is it possible that your paper been as large an insult,
can publish an “attack’ on a If the CYsf takes money from all
department (with misinformation students, shouldn’t it consider all 

less) regarding sexist attitudes 
and then devote the entire article

coverage
would like to comment on one which 
affects me personally since it 
reflects on my integrity.

In three different places in the 
there are statements to the

not Ridpath’s position.
The editor makes reference to 

“gutless liberals” and “liberal 
bullshit”. (I assume he’s not a 
liberal.) How nice that it is not 
necessary to qualify his output ; it’s 
just bullshit, plain and simple. If the 
editor is not also gutless, he will 
print a retraction and offer his 
apologies.

Excalibur Sports no 
angel on equalitypaper

effect that I cut my lecture short by 
20 minutes to allow John Hutcheson 
the opportunity to pacify 
who might be worried about the 
future of the course and/or Ridpath's 
future in the Division. The editorial 

further my making a

students

as one
goes even 
mealy-mouthed accusation that 
Hutcheson and I were engaged in a 
conspiratorial rear-guard action 
behalf of the Division Chairman.

David Shugarman

useon

Fact: I ended my lecture just 
11:40 am as yourabout

photographer (also a member of 
Soc.Sci. 175) and anyone else 
present will admit. This is 10 
minutes, not 20, before the end of 
class time. Furthermore it has been 
customary for me to end this early 
because as a matter of policy the 
faculty team in Social Science 175 
tries to leave 10 minutes at the end of 
class for questions and discussion.

students?no Nancy Rutherford 
Faculty of Scienceown.

I have to wonder whether Rid-our
u of T prof 

supports Ridpath PROGRAMS FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS, SPONSORED IN COOPERATION 
WITH THE INSTITUT0 OF CIILTURA HISPANICA OF MADRIDAlthough I would normally not 

an opinion on ad-express
ministrative issues at another kSIX CREDITS 

AND A SUN-TANBound Volumes 
of Excalibur

in durable hardcover, centre-stitched and bound, 
containing volume 6 (1971-72 academic year) 
now be ordered in limited quantities.

These books are available at cost price: 
Approx. $25.00 per book.

Send purchase orders, not later than April 
7th, 1972 to:

CONTEMPORARY SPANISH LITERATURE
A panorama of Contemporary Spanish Literature 
and of the most representative authors from 
Romanticism until today. Classes will be given in 
Spanish. Students will be provided with English 
translations of the lesson-guides.
15 hours, 1 credit.
CONTEMPORARY SPAIN
The political, social and economic organization of 
Contemporary Spain. Classes will be given in 
Spanish. Students will be provided with English 
translations of the lesson-guides.
15 hours, 1 credit.

Contemporary Spain. Soak up its language. Its liter
ature. Its politics, arts and music. And its sun.
And come back next Fall with six credits. Or, if you 
want to forget books for the summer, you can join a 
non-study group and heavy up on the sights and the 
beaches. Choose from one of 3 Summer Programs:
PROGRAM # 1 
22 days tour of Spain.
Price: $375.00 per person.
PROGRAM #2
6 weeks. 4 study and 2 for tour of Spain.
Price: $448.00 per person.

can

The Business Manager 
Excalibur Publications 
Central Square, York Campus

NOTE : the number of sets available for binding is 
limited. Applications are handled on 
a first come — first served basis.

PROGRAM #3
7 weeks. 4 study and 3 tour of Spain. 
Price-. $485.00 per person.

ART
Theoretical classes. Visits to the most important 
museums in Madrid, especially the Prado. Classes 

All three programs include round-trip air fare from will be given in Spanish. Students will be provided 
Montreal via Iberia. In-flight meals. Full accom- with English translation of the lesson-guides,
modations in Spain (including three meals a day 15 hours, 1 credit,
and laundry facilities).
Excursions and visits as per brochure itineraries.
Program members will be provided with a booklet 
which will permit them to take advantage of the 
facilities offered by the Department of Assistance 
to Students — applicable to theatres, museums, 
monuments, etc.

50% OFF MUSIC AND FOLKLORE
Theoretical and practical classes with the use of 
records. Classes will be given in Spanish. Students 
will be provided with English translations of the 
lesson-guides.
15 hours, 1 credit.

„ , u . ..... . .,nnn Send off the coupon for the‘Contemporary Spain’
The Study Program (charge of an additional $5U.UU brochure. it includes complete itineraries, course

details and application form. Program applications 
close May 1,1972.

for
York

students
for diploma — b credits).
SPANISH LANGUAGE 1 Elementary
For beginners. Classes will be given in Spanish 
with additional explanations in English.
30 hours, 2 credits.
SPANISH LANGUAGE 11 Intermediate
For students with a basic knowledge of written 
and spoken Spanish. Classes will be given in 
Spanish. Students will be provided with English 
translations of the lesson-guides.
30 hours, 2 credits.
SPANISH LANGUAGE Advanced
For students with a good knowledge of 
Spanish. Classes will be given in Spanish. ♦
30 hours, 2 credits. W

%♦♦ %♦♦
*Gold and Diamond Jewelry

watches, bracelets, rings, etc.

m Iberia International Airlines of Spain, £ p.o. Box No. 6325, Montreal 101, P.Q.
Please rush me information.

J Name _
Address 

CityRussell Oliver Jewelry Co. 
17 Queen St. E. (Showroom) 
Suite 345 
Phone

Prov.

IBERIA TO SPAIN863-1573 for appointment
h
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Waves deserves 
support from York
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<r M.D.A.
By JOHN OUGHTON 

The new York magazine Waves 
has now been out for a few weeks. It 
is a promising first issue, well- 
produced and containing a wide 
variety of material from people 
involved with the university. 
Originally the magazine was 
proposed as a York quarterly. This 
idea was apparently turned down by 
President Slater. One can un
derstand why the administration 
would be hesitant about lending 
official sanction to a periodical of 
unknown quality.

year, particularly in the various 
Fine Arts Series.

Many creative people are involved 
in contributing to the cultural at
mosphere of York and Toronto, 
either as part of their course of study 
or for their own entertainment. Yet 
there is overall a lack of integration, 
of valuable exchange between the 
various disciplines and individuals 
concerned. This is of course partly 
due to the very size and physical 
layout of the university; but a good 
periodical which published con
tributions and discussions from 
anyone with talent for the com
munication of ideas at York would 
be a major aid towards making this 
place a forum for the inter-relating 
of differing streams and approaches 
rather than a collection of depart
ments which exist only for their own 
continuance.

There is a regrettable tendency on 
the part of a few people in the Fine 
Arts program 
students — towards feeling that 
their interests somehow place them 
in a distinct and elevated sphere in 
relation to the rest of the university. 
Parochial pride of a similar kind is 
seemingly responsible for the un
certain status of the proposed 
creative writing M.A., which was 
proposed by Fine Arts and received 
with outrage by members of the 
English Dept. A journal which would 
place such issues in the realm of 
public discussions could aid their 
amelioration. Excalibur is 
sometimes criticized for its failure 
to adequately cover York cultural 
events; yet this is inevitable in a 
medium largely devoted to 
propogating news, and dependent to 
a large extent on advertising.

In many ways York has come of 
age culturally. Yet many of the 
things happening seem sequestered 
from the rest of the university and 
the outside world. The people 
responsible for the editing and 
production of Waves deserve 
congratulations for the quality of 
their effort. Official recognition — 
and financial support — of the 
magazine could only improve its 
worth, and circulation. Some of the 
most outstanding writers, graphic 
artists, and theorists in Canada are 
teaching, and possibly developing, 
at York. It’s time we realized the 
value of what we have. It’s time for 
York to develop a voice and a con
sciousness beyond that of daily 
bulletins, petty politics, and 
academic alienation.

HPV
I

By JIMSHAREK
This is what the Meda does, it puts you up against the wall. It 

makes you feel ten feet tall. Four Heavens above free Hell.
I rode through it with eyes wide and shut. Glimpsing out the 

side to watch the world go up and around, and toss from side to 
side.

Many a man has travelled afar, but never close enough to 
realize. Distance marks the distraught between hearts while 
watching through eyes.

Makers of men have fought to regain lost futures and have 
lost to but a cap. This is what Meda does, it puts your soul at 
edge, and your lips to rap, it destroys a man, and man but in a 
cap.

If
1

VI
/!>ij%

Judging by the first issue, Waves 
is a magazine of at least the calibre 
of most other Canadian university 
periodicals. The administration 
should reconsider its position on 
supporting publication of the 
magazine as an official York 
quarterly. A large number of worth
while cultural events take place at 
York in the course of an academic
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Alice Cooper's Killer one of year's best
similar to those of another popular 
group — the Rolling Stones. Alice 
Cooper manages to cut through the 
false sentimentality of pop music, 
mirror all the things that society 
labels deviant and throw them right 
back at us with no holds barred. The 
issue of bi-sexuality is handled 
rather well in the tune Be My Lover 
while the impact of Under My 
Wheels and Desperado set the pace 
for the remainder of a fine album.

The Byrds: Farther Along 
(Columbia Records KC31050). This 
latest album by the Byrds shows 
that they are still one of — if not the 
— most progressive groups around. 
Probably the group’s most lyrically 
political album, Farther Along adds 
the elements of straight rock, 
vaudeville and bluegrass to the 
Byrds consistent country premise.

Jerry Garcia: Garcia (Warner 
Bros. Records BS2583). His first solo 
album features one side of an almost 
straight forward Grateful Dead 
approach, music by Jerry Garcia

Cat Mother: (Polydor Records religious overtones she tries to make 
2391019). Formerly produced by use of.
Jimi Hendrix and called Cat Mother

and lyrics by Bob Hunter. The 
second side consists of some elec
tronic experimentations within the 
realm of the easy country and 
western sound that Garcia seems to 
represent. An excellent sounding rock. Adequate vocals and good 
album overall but nothing really instrumentation typify the entire
drastically different from anything album.
Garcia could have recorded with the

By STEVE GELLER

Alice Cooper: Love it to Death 
i Warner Bros. Records 1883). 
Released about a year ago, Love it to 
Death contains more unpretentious, 
unadulterated hard rock than most 
groups are capable of putting out at 
their peak. Considered by some to be 
the group’s straightest album, 
production and arrangement 
techniques complement the 
desperation Alice Cooper seems to 
reflect. An excellent album overall, 
cuts such as I’m Eighteen, Hallowed 
be Thy Name, and The Ballad of 
Dwight Fry set the pace.

David Blue: Stories (Asylum 
Records SD5052). This artist hasand the All Night Newsboys, this 

album features some fine boogie- returned to the pop scene after an 
absence of about four years. 
Indicating an increased social 
awareness, Blue manages to come 
across in a style still very much his 

Bonnie Koloc : After All This Time own Excellent backing comes from 
Lord Sutch (and heavy friends): (Ovation Records OVQD/14-21). A supporting musicians such as Ry 

Hands of Jack The Ripper (Cotillion young performer from the Mid-west, Cooder, Chris Ethridge, with Rita 
Records SD9049). Recorded live in Bonnie Koloc’s main premise is that Coolidge helping out vocally and

of folk with a blues overtone. Her 
music is sensitive and reflects a

Grateful Dead.

London with such friends as Noel 
Redding, Keith Moon, and Mathew
Fisher, Lord Sutch attempts to put down home type of image, 
out some heavy rock’n’roll.
However the straight forward drab 
approach to the classic tunes of 
Chuck Berry, Little Richard, and
Jerry Lee Lewis makes this album by the supporting musicians on his

latest album. With the exception of nothing 
Zacharia, the title tune from last arrangement and production.
year’s first electric western Ker- 

SD8296). The best contemporary ghaw-s usually exciting and ver- Stone The Crows: Ode To John 
solo artist to reach popularity this saUle violin work has been subdued. Law ( Polydor Records 2425M2) and 
year, John Pnne is able to reflect Teenage Licks (Polydor Records
the thoughts of his generation and 2391018) . This group has come a long
the problems of his society in a most Captain Beefhart: The Spotlight way from their beginnings a few 
thorough way. His best known pieces Kid (Reprise Records MS2050). years ago. Led by Maggie Bell, a
on the album are Illegal Smile and Further experimentation in young woman with a gutsy voice,
Sam Stone. Although comparisons of production techniques have allowed Stone The Crows has become one of
Prine to Dylan may be a bit Captain Beefhart to come up with the most promising jazz-rock groups
premature, John Prine has definite- some even farther out surrealistic around,
ly made his mark with his first boogies. (Must definitely be in the

right frame of mind for this one.)

Jack Nitzsche arranging the strings.

Mick Greenwood: Living Game 
(Decca Records DL75318). A young 
artist whose music reflects theDoug Kershaw: Swamp Grass 

(Warner Bros. Records 2581). Doug questions and problems of his 
Kershaw seems to be overpowered generation. The lyrics are poor, the

music predictable and there's 
special about the

Alice Cooper: Killer (Warner 
Bros. Records 2567). Picking up 
from where its predecessor left off, 
Killer is also an excellently 
produced and arranged album 
which allows the fine musicianship 
and overall tightness of the group to 
shine through.

With Killer it becomes apparent 
that the attitudes of Alice Cooper 
and company seem to be very

one of the worst of its kind ever.
John Prine: (Atlantic Records

| CULTURAL BRIEFS |
King Crimson: Islands (Atlantic 

Records SD-7212). This album is 
evidence that King Crimson has 
fallen apart since Lake left the 
group.

Lindis Fame: Fog on The Tyne 
(Elektra Records 75021). A young 
British group who have still got quite 
a way to go before they will make 
any kind of impact on the music 
world, their first L.P. reflects their 
inconsistencies rather well.

album.Sandberg translates bible into music Jackson Browne: Saturate Before
Using (Asylum Records SD5051). Hardin and York: For The World 
Although he has been around for a (London Records XPS602). Eddie 
few years doing small gigs and Hardin and Peter York, two original 
studio work this is Jackson Browne’s members of the Spencer Davis 
first L.P. Featuring fine production, Group seem to have directed their 
arrangement, and personnel interest along the lines of blues, 
(Clarence White, Jesse Davis, Jim country, folk, and jazz on their first 
Gordon, Sneaky Pete, and David album. This drummer-organist duo 
Crosby), tracks which stand out are

Mordecai Sandberg will present a concert of his compositions on 
Sunday, April 9, at 3:00 pm in the Junior Common Room of Stong College. 
Dr. Sandberg translates his vision of the bible of mankind into music. Some 
of his works include the Symphonic Psalms (using the original text of the 150 
Psalms), more than 15 oratorios including a tetrology on Solomon, Ruth, 
Micah, and Ezkerah. Sandberg teaches a Stong College Tutorial on 
Musical Setting of the Bible.

Courageous book on child beatings are far superior to the similar ef- 
Doctor My Eyes, Rock Me On The forts put out by Teagarden and Van 
Water, and Jamaica Say You Will, a winkle, 
song written by Browne, and 
previously recorded by the Byrds.

Every year, 96 to 144 children in Canada are killed by their own parents. 
It’s a sorry statistic about an affluent society unable to cope with its 
young. Mary Van Stok has written a good account of cases giving the needed 
reasons about how and why it happened. The Battered Child In Canada is 
easy reading for anyone concerned about the need for reporting your 
suspicions about beaten children, the law, the community and the new role of 
family physicians. The only disadvantage is the book’s cost. At $3.95, it’s 
relatively expensive for a 127 page paperback. But as the author points out in 
her acknowledgements, she thanks Jack McClelland for commissioning a 
book on a problem which less courageous publishers might hesitate to be 
involved in. Quite true when the vast majority of doctors, lawyers, neigh
bors, teachers, politicians and social welfare agencies have yet to demand 
comprehensive child-care legislation which would by necessity challenge 
the parent’s authority in today’s society.

own Tom Ghent: Yankee Rebel Son 
(Kapp Records KS-3655). Probably 
the most promising Canadian folk 
oriented contemporary artist to

Judee Sill: (Asylum Records 
SD5050). Arrangement andJamming With Edward: (The

Edward Records COCS39100). production seem to be the strong
Studio work with Nicky Hopkins, Ry points of this album. Judee Sill’s arise this year, Ghent’s album
Cooder, Mick dagger, Bill Wyman voice is pleasant, lyrics simple but presents an overall pleasant well
and Charlie Watts seems to be in- she appears confused with the rounded sound,
fluenced most by Nicky Hopkins. Ry 
Cooder’s guitar work is the most 
striking feature on an otherwise dull 
album which is also not one of Glyn 
John's finer production efforts.
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Barclay James Harvest: And 
Other Short Stories (Sire Records 
SI5904). This British Quartet has

It’s hard to talk about Passe Muraille’s latest play, Tantrums. The avant- finally made it with a release in
garde threatre has come up with another poser for drama critics and has left Canada. (They have two or three
nothing but emotion and impression for guidance. Basically, it’s a series of f,ne albums out in England. ) e
short scenes where people throw — you guessed it — tantrums at each other. group puts out a soft sound with the
In the background, numbers are counted down while psychedelic noise use of a mellotron along the same
builds tension for the actors to blow up. There's the hired man who demands Lnes as the Moody Blues except that
and gets whatever he wants from a scared family. He ends up getting them their music is much superior,
totally insane by demanding a better and louder “good-night” from them all. The Incredible String Band : 
There’s the two whores that offer their services — not without another fight Liquid Acrobat As Regards The
of words — to two men dressed in the 20's Sunday outfits. And that build-up Air. ( Elektra Records EKS-74112).
includes a strip show by a third whore who turns out to be a man. But his This album reflects the group’s
services are taken nevertheless. Not to be without nudity, one precious tendency to sound steriotypically
couple watches a nurse roll out the biblical apple between their feet. And it British and too structured. Lack of
rolls on by. The play’s written by Hrant Alinak and directed by Louis Del inventiveness from track to track
Grande.

OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE AND LEARN 
ENGLISH OR FRENCH

Federal Bursary Language Program 
A special grant has made available opportunities for full
time students to take a 6-week "intensive in-residence 
course at our Glendon Campus (Bayview & Lawrence) this

DATES: July 4 - August 11, 1972

Tantrums hard to talk about

summer.
ENQUIRIES SHOULD BE SENT BY JUNE 1 to:
The Centre for Continuing Education 
York University 
4700 Keele Street 
Downsview, Ontario
OR TELEPHONE 635 2501 or 2502 FOR COMPLETE IN 
FORMATION AND APPLICATION

makes this album a drag.

Singles' Europe Adventure
You can go for as little as 28 days or 

as many as 70. Spring, Summer or Fall.
The cost is ultra reasonable. And 

we’ll get you to London from here just as 
cheaply as is humanly possible.

We’ve got a booklet that fills in the 
details and prices.

If you’re single, under 30 and slightly 
adventurous, send for it.

We’re booking now.

We want you to run away to Europe

We’ll drain our last pint of Guinness 
at the Tournament Pub in Earlscourt, 
London, hit the road south to the Channel 
and be in Calais by sunset.

A month later, we could be in Istanbul. 
Or Berlin or Barcelona. Or Athens. Or 
Copenhagen. Or just about any place you 
and your Australian, English, New Zealand 
and South African mates want to be.

On the way, we’ll camp under canvas, 
cook over open fires, swim, sun and drink 
in some of the most spectacular settings on 
the continent.

We’ll provide a small zippy European 
motorbus and your camping gear and a 
young cat to drive it who knows every 
wineshop from here to Zagreb, plus how to 
ask for a john, or how to find your way 
back horpA tg.bed, smashed* later, art*

with us.

Please send me details, itineraries and an application.

Name
Address

Prov_____________

Mail to : Europe, Going Down the Road,
214 A Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario.

City

YU
!• • *U B I.B êjt M
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Administration backs down

Kidnapping sparks attitude change
h around campus are keeping families 

awake nights, causing domestic 
quarrels and illness 

'‘ — concrete buildings are nothing 
more than a denial of the rights of 
the mice community to a decent 
home. If you're forcing us to join 
you, at least make it feasible 

“ — wholesale slaughter of 
pigeons with poisoned grain, as well 
as being barbaric, indicates a crass 
deity complex dangerous to all. 
Which group is next?

“ — garbage deposited outside 
colleges is unfit for consumption and 
has caused frequent epidemics of 
food poisoning among the raccoon 
population

“ — over-zealous construction of 
roads and walkways is furthering 
your already incredible dependency 
on metal monsters, ruining drainage 
patterns in what's left of the woods, 
and spreading the poison fumes over 
ever more of the campus 

“ — planting of trees close to 
roads, as well as being a stupid 
waste of effort since their life-span is 
shortened by pollution, entices our 
children, particularly squirrels, to

is.
These pages have attempted this 

year to spotlight groups of people or 
parts of the University not normally 
in the news. One important segment 
remains to he discussed.

lulkyb-

It has particular relevance 
because of the recent kidnapping of 
a senior administrator— an incident 
only now being revealed to the 
public. He was released three days 
ago.

v

Part of his ransom was an 
agreement to recount the chilling 
tale of his time with "The Animals”, 
and to publish their grievances with 
the human inhabitants of York's 600- 
acre site.

His story follows.

By A.P. R1LFOOL 
It’s easy to assume the bricks and 

mortar of the York campus have 
driven out our fellow creatures, 
leaving us sole occupiers of this 
piece of real estate.

But living on campus as I do, it’s 
possible to come in contact with a 
world of beings that were here long 
before man made his mark, or tried 
to exert his dominatipn.
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shown by the human species. They are beingBefore construction began on the York campus, 
fields, trees and marshes provided homes for vast replaced by seedy creatures like the one at bottom play near them and run the risk of

right, who have "sold their souls for the crumbs death or injury under the wheels of
your maniacal vehicles.

Those are just a few of the 
problems
acknowledged that the planting of 

“For nature completes itself with 6000 trees slated for this spring was

, numbers of animals. Now, the animals claim,
They live in the woodlots that once their ranks are seriously depleted and threatened from their masters' tables", 

were vast forests, the creek that 
once held salmon, and the land
scaped lawns that once were fields. me, and my thoughts were turning

alternately to the warmth of my bed 
and the intricacies of university 
politics.

That’s when they sprang the trap.
The feather brigade dropped a net, 
squirrels tied it, and Toronto's only 
surviving eagle — named Mortimer,
I found out later — whisked me to 
their headquarters deep in the 
Osgoode woodlot.

with extinction by the "crass deity complex" outlined. They
problems common to the com- concrete, then do we mourn, 
munity, and allocate foraging 
territory on the basis of the needs of beauty and reason-. When the circle generally beneficial, but labelled it
the various groups. Surplus supplies is broken, all those within are “too little, too late ’,
are also distributed at the meetings, threatened, 
with special packages going to 
dependents of those recently killed 
or injured.

They’ve lived and fought on this 
land for untold generations, 
gradually developing a harmony 
with their environment and each 
other. That harmony, they feel, now 
faces final extinction.

Otter, fox, pheasant and skunk 
populations are seriously depleted, 
with squirrels and rabbits barely 
holding their own and pigeons 
almost non-existent. They are being 
replaced by dogs, cats and others the Wilds, and still shaking from the 
who have sold their souls for the unexpected flight, 1 was forced to 
crumbs from their masters’ tables. remove all trappings of civilization

— rings, watch, even suspenders.
When 1 complained of the cold the 

council head explained brusquely it 
was man’s own fault for letting his 
body reach the stage where it could 
not stand alone. “Besides,” he 
added, “the foul spirits you reek of 
should keep you warm long 
enough.”

Raven negotiator“For a long time, we thought a 
place of ‘education’ and 
enlightenment’ justified the rape of 

Overhearing growls of “Yeh. And our land. But now the wheel is 
they say they’re civilized ”, or “Tell breaking beyond repair, and we can 
us about your kind of democracy,” I no longer wait for you to overcome 
braced myself for what was to come, your stupidity.

As we talked, Arthur Raven, a 
Glendon resident called in to deal 
with University authorities, 
returned to say all demands had 
been met. York had agreed to cease 
construction of roads in favour of a 
truly pedestrian campus, remove 

“So these are our problems. The the poisoned grain, ban cars after
presented me with a long list of |jst js not complete but will show you dark, and designate certain parts of
grievances drawn from each of the their nature. Emissaries are now the campus “Nature Havens”,
groups' experiences. The head in- speaking with your compatriots and Authorities were skeptical about 
troduced me to those present, and superiors about your release. Once the possibility of improving garbage
proceeded to explain the reasons for we have firm commitments to quality but promised to try and to
my capture. rectify our most serious grievances, put “some wooden partitions" in

and once you have agreed to speak (ulure buildings for the mice,
on our behalf from this day forth in 

“We do not intend to harm you, my the councils of your fellows, then 
son, (he was a very elderly Skunk) shall you be freed, 
unless you force us to. We want 
simply to explain the grievous 
crimes you and your fellows are 
perpetrating on this land that is our 
home.

Called before the Grand Council of
But instead of attacking, they

The night I was captured, I was on 
my way home from a presidential

An elderly Skunk A murmur of approval went up 
from the assemblage. Members of 
the various groups began reviewing 
the night's events with the young 
Turks demanding I be held until 
some concrete action had been

Soft grumblingsThe question : Long enough for 
what? crossed my mind, but he was 
right. The thought of the bottle 
brought a glow. (It’s a strange 
characteristic of university types 
that the severity of the problems 
confronting them diminishes in 
inverse proportion to the amount of 

party-cum-wake held in honor of the booze consumed. — ed.) 
historic freedom facing death at the 
hands of the Wright Report’s 
recommendations.

With that he handed me a scroll 
and sat down. All eyes were upon me 

“When I was young, our children as I unrolled the paper, and soft
could play in the fields, drink at the grumblings could be heard in the rights of all creatures at every
creek and walk without fear of any background. Some appeared to opportunity, and with a reminder 
save our natural predators. Unlike doubt my honesty; others felt I that I could easily be recaptured at 
man, we do not attempt to prolong should be ripped apart as an any time, he gave me my freedom, 
life artificially, nor mourn those who example to the rest of us. Blindfolded, I was led out of the
die as their forefathers died. But discipline prevailed and I woodlot — on foot this time with
forefathers died. began to read. These are excerpts Mortimer at my side. Dazed and

“But when our numbers die at the from their text, 
hands of automobiles, or from foul “ — indiscriminate plowing and found by a patrol out looking for me. 
air, or because their homes are plodding through snow-covered It had been an incredible evening, 
wrecked by digging machines and fields has trapped mice in their a scenario out of a fairy tale that

tunnels, injuring many and leaving would have been unbelievable had
Mr. Raven not spoken with 

“ — pheasants have become authorities. Even now, no one will 
neurotic and unnecessarily paranoid talk about the night's events, even as
because of increasing numbers of they plan the implementation of
drunks and others wandering their promises,
through the Osgoode woodlot late at 
night

taken.
But 1 reminded the old Skunk of 

his pledge, promised to defend the
"They said to get off their 
land or they'll shoot !

A Skunk, the head explained the 
council was made up of represen
tatives of each of the surviving 
species on campus, democratically 
elected by their constituents.

somewhat delirious I wandered until
Power of the grape

The power of the grape was upon They meet as required to deal with

families homeless

Summer courses for grad students
This story is my part of the 

bargain, and 1, for one, will never beFor further information and ap
plication forms, contact Mrs. Magda 
Davey, Admissions Officer, Faculty 
of Graduate Studies, at telephone 
local 2426.

2. Quantitative Methods in the 
Social and Environmental Sciences 
— Intended to familiarize students 
with a broad range of quantitative 
methods that will be of use in both 
basic and applied research in the 
social and environmental sciences, 
this course is listed in the Graduate 
calendar as Sociology 506 and will 
run from July 3 to July 28, 1972.

3. Survey Research Design and 
Analysis — This course is a research 
seminar considering the several 
phases of survey design and 
analysis. Listed in the Graduate 
calendar under Political Science 606, 
Psychology 617A, and Sociology 606, 
the course will be held from May 15 
to June 23, 1972,

Three graduate courses will be 
offered this summer by York’s 
Faculty ol Graduate Studies, 
through
Behavioural Research. These 
ourses are available to graduate 

students at all Canadian universities 
and to other students with per
mission from the Graduate Studies 
Officer.

1. Statistics tor the Social Sciences 
- This course will teach an un

derstanding o the. everyday uses of 
statistics to enable students to apply 
the relevant literature when dealing 
with particular problems Listed in 
the Graduate calendar as Sociology 
i.62, the course will run from May 1 
to July 7, 1972.

motorized vehicles speeding the same.

Institute forthe

( Who has the why?
Established practice of archaic journalism has been to attempt to 

combine the who, what, when, where and why of a story in the first 
one or two paragraphs.

Somewhere on the eighth floor of the Ross Building sits a group of 
people — would-be journalists all — who can report with pride their 
success in mastering this technique to the point of being able to write 
with confidence the who. what, when and where.

They are stuck, however, on the why of the matter.
Anyone having a successful why is asked to communicate their 

discovery to the Department of Information and Publications by 
April 1, 1972.

In the meantime, happy spring._____________________________ ,

Quote
of the week

It every day in the life of a school 
could be the last day but one, there 
would be little fault to find with it.

Stephen B. Leacock, 
College Days 1923.
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Copy for University News Beat is events that are open to all members 
supplied by the Department of of the York community will be run, 
Information and Publications, although some may be edited due to 
Events for the On Campus section space limitations. Events may be 
must reach the department not later phoned in to 635 3441. 
than noon on September 4, 1972. Any

News Beat
Education focus of 
summer conferences

Keynote speaker for the Con
ference program which emphasizes 
many current problems affecting 
the future of technical education, 
will be Alastair Gillespie, Minister 
of State for Science and Technology.

In August, the Ontario Association 
of School Business Officials will 
sponsor a School Insurance Con
ference — a full examination of all 
aspects of insurance including fire, 
accident and liability coverage. 
Speakers will discuss “Current 
Problems and Future Insurance in a 

Society’’,

Thomas Wells, Ontario Minister of 
Education, will head a group of 
major speakers appearing this 
spring and summer at four con
ferences sponsored by York’s Centre 
for Continuing Education.

All the conferences focus on some 
aspect of education or problems 
facing those involved in the teaching 
process.

Wells will address the Ontario 
Education Association convention 
being held here May 5 to 7. Also 
speaking will be Arthur W. Combs, a 
leading authority on humanistic 
education.

May 4 and 5, a conference titled 
Teacher Education: The Changing 
Scene will study all aspects of 
teacher education. In-depth 
discussions and debates will feature 
Myer Horowitz, dean-elect of the 
University of Alberta, and E.E. 
Stewart, Ontario Deputy Minister of 
Education.

Those concerned with industrial 
arts and technical education from 
kindergarten to university would be 
interested in the second Technical 
Education Conference, May 5 and 6 
which is sponsored by the technical 
section of the Ontario Educational 
Association.

<>\V
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“SelfChanging 
Insurance’’, and “Loss Prevention’’.

Other summer activities of the 
Centre for Continuing Education 
include a writers’ workshop August 
7 to 18, a conference on computers 
for community colleges and 
university personnel in June; a 
month-long course in principles of 
effective reading for reading 
supervisors and teachers July 3 - 
August 4; and a course in “A 
Summer of Theatre Appreciation’’ 
which involves travelling to New 
York, Stratford, and Niagara-on- 
the-Lake to view current theatre.

For information on all courses and 
conferences sponsored by the 
Centre, call 635-2501.

Odds & Sodds
WUSC needs help created works described as com

bining the rich oriental melody with 
Western polyphony. Interested 
persons are welcome to attend. For 
further information telephone 635- 
3062.

April 12 at 5 p.m. in the Moot Court 
Room. Professor Nils Christie, 
leading Scandinavian criminologist 
and director of the Institute of 
Criminology and Criminal Law at 
Oslo University, will speak on “A 
Living Society is a Quarrelling 
Society". All interested persons are 
welcome to attend.

Stong concert in April
Dr. Mordecai Sandberg, who 

teaches a Stong College Tutorial on 
“Musical Setting of the Bible", will 
be present at a concert of his 
compositions on Sunday, April 9 at 3 
p.m. in the Junior Common Room, 
Stong College.

Recognized as one of the foremost 
contemporary composers and a 
leading theorist, Dr. Sandberg has

Parking regulations 
tested in the courts

Students are needed to man the 
World University Service of 
Canada’s check-point in the May 6 
Miles for Millions marathon held to 
raise money for the people of the 
Third World.

The check-point will be located at 
Emmanuel College at the University 
of Toronto from roughly 12 noon to 10 
p.m. Those interested should call 
WUSC at 363-3481.

Apartments available
There are a number of apartments 

available in the Graduate Residence 
for sub leasing this summer. The 
units are available from May 1 to 
August 31 inclusive, or, in some 
cases, for shorter periods of time 
They consist of bachelor, one 
bedroom, two bedroom, and two 
bedroom 
commodation.

Any inquiries may be directed to 
the office of the residence manager, 
local 3076.

Under the York Campus Parking and Traffic Regulations the person who 
has registered a vehicle with the University or the person recorded as the 
owner by the Ontario Department of Transportation and Communications is 
responsible for any violation notices issued with respect to the vehicle and 
for the costs involved in removing, impounding and storing it.

As a test case York recently began an action in the small claims court of 
the Judicial District of York against a student and his father.

The student was the registered owner of a vehicle of his own and was in 
addition the driver of his father’s car. He was alleged to have used both upon 
the University campus.

The total amount claimed was $218.00 which included a doubling of fines 
incurred for various offenses between September and December of 1971. 
Payment in full of the claim has been made to the University, thereby ad
mitting full liability.

In an earlier action in the court in October, 1971, the University was 
named as defendant against a claim by a student for payment of $43.00 for 
loss of wages, towing and storage charges, and damages for invasion of 
privacy.

The action was initiated as the result of the student’s car being towed from 
a fire access route on York Campus in March, 1970. A motion of non-suit 
brought by the University’s solicitors was accepted by the court.

COU brief available
A limited number of copies of the 

Council of Ontario Universities’ 
publication Monthly Review (March 
1972), on “The Response of the 
Council of Ontario Universities to 
the Draft Report of the Commission 
on Post-Secondary Education”, are 
available from the Department of 
Information and Publications — 
telephone local 3441.

Final law lecture
The Osgoode Hall Law School is 

presenting the fifth lecture in the 
Annual Lecture Series Wednesday,

penthouse ac-

Arts students note
Faculty of Arts students having problems next week 

with early registration should call or see Assistant Dean 
Herb Sigmund, in Room S932, the Ross Building. 
Telephone 635-3189.

On Campus
3:0» p.m. - 4:00 p.m. — Kundalini Yoga Classes — South 

Wing Common Room, Atkinson College.
Friday 7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. — Badminton Club — upper 

gym, Tait McKenzie Building.
Sunday 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. — Fencing Practice — Judo 

Room, fait McKenzie Building.
2:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. — Badminton Club — upper gym, Tail 

McKenzie Building.
Monday 12:15 p.m. - 12:45 p.m. — Conditioning for Men & 

Women — Monday, Wednesday and Friday; men-main gym. 
women-upper gym, Tait McKenzie Building.

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. — Kundalini Yoga Classes — South 
Wing Common Room, Atkinson College.

Tuesday 5:00 p.m.— Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship — 
Room 112, Vanier College.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. — Boxing Club — Judo Room, Tait 
McKenzie Building.

Films, entertainment Glendon Campus
Thursday 8:00 p.m. — Concert — a program of electronic 

jazz with Fred Stone — Old Dining Hall.

Special Lectures

York Campus
Thursday 12:00 noon & 4:00 p.m. — films (Natural Science 

175C) Selections from the BBC “What is Life?" series — 
extra seating available — Room D, Stedman Lecutre Halls.

2:00 p.m. — films (Program in Film) screening of ex
perimental films from the U.S. and Europe — extra seating 
available — Room S137, the Ross Building.

4:00 p.m. - midnight — Green Bush Inn — Cock & Bull 
Coffee Shop; also 8:00 p.m. to midnight at Founders Dining 
Hall, featuring “Company”.

8:00 p.m. - midnight — Comeback Inn — 2nd floor, Phase 
II, Atkinson College.

Friday 7:00 p.m. — film (Winters College Council "Hotel"
— general admission $1.25; Winters students with ID cards $1
— Room I, Curtis Lecture Halls.

9:30 p.m. — film (Winters College Council) “Love Story”
— admission as above.

Saturday 7:00 p.m. — film (Winters College Council) 
“Hotel" — admission as above.

9:30 p.m. — film (Winters College Council) “Love Story"
— admission as above.

Sunday 7:00 p.m. — film (Winters College Council) 
"Hotel" — admission as above.

9:30 p.m. — film (Winters College Council) “Love Story”
— admission as above.

Tuesday 9:00 p.m. - midnight — Comeback Inn — 2nd floor, 
Phase II, Atkinson College.

12:00 noon - 3:00 p.m. — Beer Lunch — Graduate Student 
Lounge, 7th floor, the Ross Building.

Wednesday 4:00 p.m. - midnight — Green Bush Inn — Cock 
Bull Coffee Shop; also 8:00 p.m. to midnight at Founders 

DiSig Hall.
9:00 p.m. - midnight — Comeback Inn — 2nd floor, Phase 

II, Atkinson College.

York Campus
Thursday 1:00 p.m. — (Department of Philosophy) 

“Pseudo-Explanation in Humanistic Disciplines" by Mr. 
Frank Cioffi, visiting professor at the University of 
California (Berkeley) from the University of Kent, Can
terbury — Room 291, Behavioural Science Building.

2:00 p.m. — (Program in Music) “Progress in Music" by 
Dr. Mordecai Sandberg — Room 019, Founders College. 

2:30 p.m.
Atmospheric Chemistry of Sulphur Dioxide" by Dr. Alan J. 
Eggleton, Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, 
U K. — Room J, Curtis Lecture Halls.

3:45 p.m. Psychology Colloquium 
Experience in the Acquisition of Piaget’s Concept of Con
servation" by Dr. Marcel Goldschmid, McGill University — 
Room 291, Behavioural Science Building.

CREQ Research Seminar “The

“The Role of
Miscellaneous

York Campus
Thursday 8:00 p.m. — End of Term Party — (Faculty of 

Science) licenced, live entertainment — all faculty and 
students welcome — tickets ($1.00) will be sold in Room 344, 
Farquharson Building — Stong College Dining Hall.

7:00 p.m. — Easter Services — for Catholic community — 
Room 107, Stedman Lecture Halls.

Friday 3:00 p.m. — Easter Services — for Catholic com
munity — Room 107, Stedman Lecture Halls.

Saturday 10:30 a.m. — Easter Services — for Catholic 
community — Room 107, Stedman Lecture Halls.

Tuesday 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. — Christian Counselling & 
Religious Consultation — for Lutheran students; telephone 
Rev. Judt at 635-2437 or 633-2158 — Room 221, McLaughlin 
College

Clubs, Meetings
York Campus

Thursday 2:00 p.m. — Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship 
— Room 105, Vanier College.

I
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The staff of University News Beat would like to 

apologize for any mibarrassment caused by the 
error in last wda« On Campus section.
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Faked separatist takeover of Quebec
%

Student project stuns Hum. 175 class
1__hall in case things got out of hand,” 

Fecan said.

Zingrone said it was the presence 
of the security guard at the back of 
the room just as the announcement 
was made that convinced him the 
situation might be a legitimate 
crisis.

few minutes later saying “the whole 
thing is a student project, a hoax.”

A voice called out from the back of 
the room, “they’re all sick.” The 
time lapse from start to end of the 
hoax — one-half hour.

Project head and first year 
student John Fecan explained, “I 
wanted to show the perception and 
deception of media. All discussion is 
based on the news, yet things can be 
omitted or added by the media, and 
we rely on it.”

Fecan said outside of H.G. Wells’ 
War of the Worlds radio broadcast 
which panicked all New York City, 
not too much experimentation has 
been done in media manipulation. 
Fecan, working with Bruce Woods, 
recruited other students to par
ticipate in the controlled ex
periment.

“I want to stress that the ex
periment was controlled. We had 
security guards outside the lecture

A CBC news bulletin graphic 
flashed on the television viewer in 
Humanities 175 Friday announcing 
the Quebec legislature had been 
taken by a separatist coup.
“For the second time in two years, 

a state of emergency has been 
declared and the War Measures Act 
invoked,” the announcement con
tinued stating Mitchell Sharp was 
acting prime minister because 
Pierre Trudeau could not be located.

Students were stunned. A con- 
■*- tinuing broadcast directed that no 

one leave the campus.
Course professor Frank Zingrone 

left the lecture hall and returned a

1
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Fecan, public affairs producer for 
CHIN, recruited Radio York an
nouncers to read the CBC bulletins 
and took the CBC graphics for use on 
the viewer. The total effect was 
professional enough to take in many 
of those present.

Zingrone knew nothing of the 
experiment beforehand, but said the 
nature of the course is such that it 
creates all kinds of frankenstein 
types.

The name of the course? Parables 
of reality.

'

ÊI

Famous for the 
best sandwiches 

in town...

i

The CBC graphic flashed on the tv screen in Hum 175 on Friday 
with a bulletin of the separatist takeover.

Our Specialties: SKIS
Boots, Skis, Clothing 

CLEARANCE!

VEAL 
STEAK 
SAUSAGE 50c 
MEATBALLS 50c

55c
55c

,®i

1rv Nylon Luther Melton Corduroy
a Sweat a T-Shirt»

Hundred» o* r’opli 
Jacket». Sloped a Daily till 9:00 p.m„ Sat. till 6:30 p.m.If you never tried before ... 

Do it now. You won’t be 
disappointed.

CRESTED POPLIN JACKETS ’12.95 1201 BLOOR ST. W.
WEST OF DUFFERIN

532-4267
tp OSCARS
wpt ski a sports

[crestingv> It SO Chenille School Creit wii 
lack el order of SIS 00 and over

SAN Canadian Novolt, Shirt t Sportswear Co.
2462 Yonge Street Telephone 486 0997 486 0999

SELF-USE TEST 
FOR PREGNANCY 

DETECTION

46 Le Page Court

MICHAEL
SEMAKAGYU

I? BLOCKS south OF FINCH

OFF KEELEI
NOW AVAILABLE AT

OPEN 7 am 9 pm MON SAT 

638 2773 i
SUPER DISCOUNT DRUGS

CENTRAL SQUARE 630 4184
!

ITALY 1971
ART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITYI

ROSS N145 To April 9MON-FRI 11-5 SUN 2-5

*.

' Cl : 66 A triumphant success. An historic event.99apple presentsI "

ERIC CLAPTON 
BOB DYLAN 
GEORGE HARRISON 
BILLY PRESTON 
LEON RUSSELL 
RAVI SHANKAR 
RINGO STARR 
KLAUS VOORMAN 
as well as BADFINGER 
JESSE DAVIS 
JIM HORN 
JIM KELTNER 
CLAUDIA UNNEAR 
and CARL RADLE

— Newsweek, January 10. 1972

Now you can experience it, 
hear it, live it as never before.
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Cigarettes
and

Cigarette
Tobacco

CONCERT Directed by Soul Swimmer • Produced by George Morrison and Allen Klein 
Musk Recording Produced by George Horrison ond Phil Specter Technicolor* 
apple/20th century-fox release [ Orignal Seeed Track >wMi> Oe Appk Racardi [

STARTS 
GOOD FRIDAY!BANGLA

DESH
UPTOWN

YONGE AT BLOOR > 922-311370MM. • STEREO SOUND!
Continuous daily from 1:30 p.m.
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York students favor 
move to CNE for Yeomen

pus,were polled by fourth year 
student Jim Mitchell.
Excalibur has received several 
letters in response to the article in 
last week’s paper. All letters 
received to date have supported the 
one-year trial deal at CNE.

EXCELLENT IDEA 
In regard to the possibility of 

York’s football team gaining access 
to CNE stadium for a trial period of 
one year — we deem it to be an 
excellent idea. It just may be the 
thing to get York’s football team off 
the ground (both literally and 
figuratively).

Further we feel it would definitely 
draw York students to the games. It 
would be nice to see some of the 
enthusiasm and spirit which was 
shown at the Queen’s Cup Hockey 
Playoffs between U of T and York.

Felicity Bain 
Lorna Bain

A poll taken of a cross section of 
York students indicates a general 
consensus of agreement in regard to 
the Yeomen football team playing at 
the CNE next season.

York was offered the stadium with 
its new artificial grass for a one- 
year trial. Under the proposed plan 
York students would pay $1 and 
others $2 for admission. CNE would 
pay its costs from the gate receipts 
and split the rest evenly with York. 
The York administration would not 
be subject to any rental costs.

The prime concern among York 
students appears to be the tran
sportation factor, but this would 
probably be remedied by special 
buses leaving from the York cam

Cathy Lane is presented with the Woman Athlete of the Year award by President Slater.

York diver Lane gives up 
Olympic bid for family

pus.
Those who were against the idea 

based their objections on economic 
grounds. Concern was expressed 
that more money would have to be 
allotted to the football team to cover 
expenses such as practice time, 
shoes, new equipment and so on. The 
athletic department says however, 
that there will be no extra cost.

retired from competition at the ripe 
old age of 19. She remained active in 
the sport by coaching the first York 
swimming and diving team in 1969- 
70 to a second place conference 
finish. The following year she 
devoted all of her energies to 
coaching the diving team.

Although Cathy plans to spend 
more time with her husband and her 
young son Arron (who loves to watch 
his mother swim but is somewhat 
fearful of the water) she hopes to 
make the Canadian team for the 
World Games next year in Moscow.

In any case, Lane still has three 
more years ahead of her at YorJ^and - 
one has to wonder what she will do 
for an encore after the Yeowoman of 
the Year in her rookie season.

a youngster in her home town of 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. That was 
about 10 years ago. From there she 
moved to Vancouver where she 
competed for the Simon Fraser 
Diving Club for four years.

In 1966 she captured the national 
diving championship in women’s 
one- and three-metre events. Then in 
1965 Cathy represented Canada in 
England at the British Nationals and 
won fourth place in the three-metre 
event.

In 1966 she competed in the 
Commonwealth Games in Jamaica 
and in 1967 she went back West for 
the Pan American Games in Win
nipeg where she finished third in the 
three-metre.

After the Pan Am Games Cathy

By ALAN RISEN
York Yeowoman Cathy Lane is 

undoubtedly the top inter-university 
diver in Ontario, winning the 
OWIAA diving championship this 
year on her way to Yeowoman of the 
Year honors as top female athlete at 
York.

But the one and three-metre 
diving champ from Saskatoon will 
not try out for Canada’s Olympic 
team this year. The reason : “I have 
a husband and a two-year old son 
who I have not seen much of this 
year,” explains Lane.

Her husband Alfie Lane is no 
stranger to York students either, 
being a star Yeoman basketball 
player for several seasons.

Cathy began her diving career as

I favour the idea of having York 
play its home games at CNE 
stadium. One of the reasons I have
never been to a York home game is 
the poor spectator facilities.

Survey results : 61 percent pro; 53 
percent against; 16 percent un
decided. 130 students, men and 
women from all over the cam

David Stinson
3rd yr. arts

Olympic trials at York
The men’s Olympic gymnastic trials are being held this weekend at Tait 

McKenzie to choose members for Canada’s 1972 Munich Summer Olympics 
team. Compulsory competition will be held on Sunday at 10 a.m. and the 
optional competition on Monday at 6 p.m. Sixteen of Canada’s top gymnasts 
will be present including Tom Kinsman and Dave Hunter of York’s national 
championship team.

\
TAKE 10 MINUTES TO PLAY 20 QUESTIONS!t \

Student Questionnaire
17. What is your estimate of this use of audio-tapes? 

(circle the appropriate number)
9. Computers (hands-on programming, & so on)

1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

10. Overhead Transparencies :
1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

The Senate Sub-Committee on Educational 
Innovation has sent an expanded version of the 
following Questionnaire to faculty and ad
ministrators at York University. The Committee 
and its Chairman, Dr. Joseph Green, have been 
requested by President Slater to develop long and 
short-range recommendations concerning the
University’s plans with respect to instructional aid 11. Language Laboratories : 
resources. The results of the student questionnaire 
below will enable the committee to reflect student 
as well as faculty attitudes in its recommendations.
The Committee appreciates your thoughtful con
tribution to the formation of University policy in 
this area. PLEASE DROP YOUR COMPLETED 
QUESTIONNAIRE INTO ONE OF THE BOXES IN 1 3# Have you ever in a course in which you viewed 
THE CENTRAL SQUARE. the majority of the lectures or demonstrations on

television either live or taped?

The same as the 
live class

Much worse than 
the live class

Much better than 
the live class

4. 5.2.1. 3.1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6
times

1 8. Explain your answer :
12. Other (Specify):.........................................................

1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

19. Do you think that producing entire academic 
courses in some form or forms of instructional 
media is an educationally useful way of reaching 
large numbers of students? (Circle the appropriate 
letter.)

1. Department, or Faculty Program...........................

2. What year are you in? ............................................ .

3. Male — Female (circle one)

The following nine questions ask how often you have 
been in a course in which the instructor used any of 
the instructional aid resources of the university as 
aids to learning. (Circle the appropriate number.)

4. Audio-tape or audio-taping equipment:
1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

5. Films and film projecting equipment:
1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

6. Video tape and equipment:
1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

7. Slides (with or without audio tape):
1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

1.1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

14. What is your estimate of this use of television? 
(circle the appropriate number)

A. Yes
B. No
C. Under certain conditions — specify what con

ditions ........................................
Much worse than the 
live class

The same as the 
live classMuch better than 

the live class 20. What is your strongest objection to the expanded 
use of instructional aid resources in your academic 
field?4. 5.3.1. 2.

A. I have no opinion on this
B. Disruption of the teacher-student relationship
C. Students do not learn from instructional aid 

materials
D. Other, please specify..........................................

1 5. Explain your answer :

1 6. Have you ever taken a course in which the lectures 
(all or some percentage) were available on audio- 
tape for student use? Yes No (circle one)

If yes, list the course!s) i.

Additonal Comments :

I
2. I8. 3. IComputer Terminals:

1. Never 2. 1-3 times 3. 4-6 times 4. More than 6 
times

4. Please drop the completed 
questionnaire in one of the 
boxes displayed in Central 
Square. Thanh you.

5.
I
I\ / 1X
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nineteen seventy-two

the butcher took my brain that day 
-ripped from adjoining skull-tissue! 
and carved up my thoughts 
for a new kind of pie.

the man who eats of this 
will see the world 
with powers of chemical vision: 
the best that has been made! 
and joy is but an appendage 

^ to a rotting carcass
while smiles hung from lockjawed teeth 
visit in the night 

every night.
j \

the butcher took my brain that day 
and hung it up for all the world to see 
that raw unhealing muck.

hooking to a hungry steel tooth, 
hung in the smokey air 
i pay it tribute!

there was a time not long ago 
when bodies were what counted: 

bodies bodies everywhere 
to carve up for the king, 
he sits alone with greeding eyes 
while time is lingering.
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bodies come much cheaper now 
when brains are on the rack! 
when brains are on the rack 
the rack when brains are on the rack!

it's cleaning time in the brainyard: 
time to collect the speckled spike-fish * 
That"swim in a dirty canal.

the wind is blowing through wintry 
skeletal oaks, whistling to the furies 
that take up residence there.

i am not bruised and blemished 
like some would think a brain to be 
but all my cells are changing: 
the whole organism cannot control 
or even comprehend.

a hooded man casts a leering smile 
' through a fish-eye lens 

as a thought tears on a nail, 
his eyes are glossy 
and rimmed in black, 
he's sampling the brainyard soil.

a raven perched upon a rock 
against the glowing mist: 
silence in the brainyard draws 
a tiny tear
to the skin rim of her eye 
and rolls off upon the parched patterns 
of clay, to moisten them.
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—■ i collect these things in an ivory cup 
and pour them through my teeth 
while looking out between my eyes 
i see reflections upon the ice.

■*" decay decay — i'm on a bus! 
and all the brains are propped 
— on sagging ill-clad shoulders —

feeling sore and weary 
while diesel dust cementing snot 
to swollen membranes 
rips through the brain causing headache, 
asprin makes the difference now 
while genes split like amoebae 
i thrust my hands into the air 
and scream with a ripping voice 
and all the eyes turn in violence 
to the source of this brain invasion.
insanity is a negative electrical charge 

w- upon the positive thoughts in a brain.
jamesangus brown
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